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The Work of Art

Literally.
The cover picture of Dr. U Maung Maung Sein is an
original, drawn for this auspicious occasion by
Arthur "Art" Sun Myint. IM2, 1972
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Saya UMMS: First Overseas Gold Medal Recipient, Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh,
1994. Photograph: Contribution of Dr. Kyaw Swa, IM2, 1974
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FOREWORD
Dr. Maung Maung Sein, whom we affectionately call Saya Maung Maung Sein (Saya means
Teacher or a Doctor) is not only a great surgeon but also a great mentor. It has been my honor
to have known him since I graduated in 1958 with a degree in medicine.
During my lifetime, I have encountered many teachers, but Saya Maung Maung Sein is
exceptional. He is not only an excellent educator, but a great physician, a steadfast friend, and
a compassionate human being. I have worked with numerous surgeons around the world,
and I can, without hesitation, say that he is one of the best general surgeons to ever wield a
scalpel.
In 1994, The Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh conferred him the highest honor of the
first overseas gold medal, among 44 competing countries, for his contributions to Surgery and
education in his native Burma. There is no one more deserving to be honored such.
During our long and enduring friendship, he taught me many important things not only in the
operating room but also outside of it. Dr. Sein is very humble and lived a simple life. He
practiced compassion as part of daily life. He understood the art of giving in his personal and
professional life. And, he understood that ethical living is the foundation of all religions.
He had many opportunities to work abroad, but he chose to live in Myanmar to serve his
country and his people. Even when his health deteriorated, he continued his quest for
knowledge by learning and teaching meditation. When Dr. Jennifer Chu asked me to write this
Foreword I felt honored, but it is difficult to do justice to such a great man and a great life. His
legacy lies in the eminent physicians he trained and the countless grateful patients he treated.
I am sure you will enjoy reading his memoirs from his colleagues, friends and students.
Rama R Naidu. MD FACA FAAP.

L to R: UMMS, Paulette and Winston Chu, Daw Su Su, and Dr. Tint Lwin’s daughter, Daw Su Su, Dr.
Naidu’s brother, Dr. Tint Lwin, Dr. Rama Naidu, in Phila,1974. Photo: Courtesy of editor JCMD.
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NEED YOU ASK?
TIME WILL TELL
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PREFACE
THE SINGER NOT THE SONG
We dedicate this book with its music and songs to Saya U Maung Maung Sein (UMMS), the
Majestic Maestro and Scientist. These MMS initials describe his platform in life. We, his
students, colleagues and contemporaries had the fortune to have met, worked, learnt and
benefitted from UMMS’ brand of music and memorable songs first hand. Now as members of
the UMMS Orchestra and Choir, our intention is to re-gift UMMS on his 80th birthday by
passing his music legacy to those in the past, present and future generations. UMMS is The
Work of Art and his orchestra and choir will continue his magnum opus.
The idea started when a group of us thought that it will be illuminating to know more about
UMMS and requested an auto-biography. It will be lovely for us to know more about UMMS
and facts and factors that make him special. But UMMS’ response was that he will not write
about himself. It would be “silly “ was his answer. He emailed us on August 1, 2012 that
"people write about good things they like of themselves in it”. He made history already and it
is all out there, can you not see?! Others should tell his story was his message. UMMS has
spoken to us in many different ways over the decades and his actions have been louder than
words. So whether it was a call for us to act accordingly, or remain passive was our choice.
Spoon-feeding was never a trait of UMMS. I therefore took on the daunting task of organizing
this book since it is a challenge with a good cause. The work is alarmingly awesome, a rare
responsibility with an expected delivery date! So among all the other work I must do, I had to
prioritize and made this work to be တစ္ဂဏန္း. Others contributed willingly and
wholeheartedly supported this project. I must do justice to their writings. The formation and
decoration of each page was done with care and
keen interest to match the music and melodies of
their compositions so that this book is worthy of
representing UMMS, the Maestro.
Defining UMMS is not easy. There is more to UMMS
than our music and our songs can depict. How do
you define a masterpiece such as he? UMMS seemed to sing "If you don’t know me by now,
you will never, never, never know me". Is UMMS trying to say, “ If you don’t get who I am,
tough luck! Figure me out”. Is he saying “Need you ask? Time will tell”. Hasn’t time told
UMMS yet, whether it is Burma Standard Time, Greenwich Mean Time, Eastern Standard Time
or Coordinated Universal Time that he a has a global representation of artists and scientists?
Get this drift from your diasporic friends and students, Saya?
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As much as UMMS has lived his life as an open music book, the saying still goes
rodolausmfoGm; odolaz:pm; . In other words, we know what we know about UMMS
through our own observations and experiences involving him. However, we cannot harness all
the beautiful art and science combo energy that is UMMS to truly represent the vitality of this
Maestro and Scientist.
So who is UMMS?
He is the iconic surgeon extraordinaire of Burma, a man of ethics and principles, philosopher,
superb educator and excellent administrator. Above all he is a living legend. Which means his
picture is still evolving “မၿပီ
မၿပီးေသးေသာ ပန္းခ်ီကား”
ား and therefore, the picture of who UMMS is,
cannot be contained in a frame.
However, biographies are better if there is input from the source, of course. Well, we do have
access to some of UMMS’ personal writings, manuscripts and blogs. We can use them to
describe UMMS, write music, sing to and for him, and paint his picture. If biographies can be
written about George Washington, Benjamin Franklin and Albert Einstein many years after
they had passed with whatever information that is available, yes, we have sufficient
information to tell the UMMS story.
His book must be user friendly. It should not be a reference book, very formal and dull.
UMMS had said that “The really true biography can ONLY be by those who have seen, felt &
have learnt from that person - O.K”. We, who know him, agrees that he is witty, spirited and
colorful. So we write our songs by aiming the arrow like Cupid to UMMS’ heart to let him
know that we listened well and heard the clarity of the notes and tones of his music correctly.
The Work of Art will be well-thumbed with dog ears, since on reading this book, all will agree
that UMMS is a spell-binding artist. This book thus portrays UMMS’ true value proposition in a
memorable, balanced and true to the essence way of the Maestro. All reading this book will
be enlightened and they will understand and remember salient facts of UMMS’ music brand.
What I received from and perceive of the gifted UMMS’ is that he has an enthralling, engaging
and sunny personality. He has intellect and skills that are unique and his
audience wants encores. He entertains us while singing his brand of
educational songs with showmanship skills that are fascinating. He speaks
frankly and shoulders the burdens. He is fun to watch and to learn from.
I stand in awe and delight at UMMS’ choice of words, intonation, mannerisms
and no beating-around-the bush stance in matters of importance. His eyes shine, sparkle and
sizzle. They are alive and alight with amusement, curiosity, questions and amazement with life
itself. You know his message just by watching his talking eyes. I will always remember how
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and when he says “ I don't know?” with emphasis on the I and the question mark but with
simplicity that says that others may know, even if he does not. Clever and brilliant
communication method. This is how I remember the feisty UMMS and this is what I tried to
ask of and from every contributor to The Work of Art. “Please write and make it fun and
funny. UMMS needs to laugh” is my foremost message to members of his orchestra and choir.
UMMS is the busy bee that fertilizes and his flowers have bloomed, blossomed and multiplied
across many lands. His efforts have produced great results for what we
have learnt from the Majestic Maestro, the undisputed King of IM2, is the
art and science of cross-pollination. Many of us will continue to crosspollinate our knowledge to others with lessons learned from the Maestro,
the “real thing”. We follow the leadership skills UMMS taught us.
"Need you ask? Time will tell" has the passion that shows UMMS how strong the bonds are
between UMMS and his orchestral members and choir. The Work of Art abounds with
“Memories are Made of This” sung by the surgeons; all of us; UMMS himself; and yours truly.
My serenade of 40 Burmese song titles and chosen phrases are for every 40 year segments of
UMMS’ life and that which can be received and remembered well by others in forthcoming
generations. Remember Saya, the saying goes that life begins at 40, so you are only 40 now!
My part as coordinator and editor of this precious project is over. I will say that this quest has
been exhilarating, exciting, educational, enlightening, emotional, and exhausting!
Here's wishing UMMS the best
from all of us and a very happy
and healthy 80th birthday with
many, many and more happy
returns.
“We’re making music!”.

arhygEkdifq&mOD;armifarmifpdef
Please enjoy seeing us when you
made music and sang your songs to
us. Now meet us again as we sing our
songs about you to you and others.
Jen (Jennifer Chu, M.D. aka UMMS
music fan). IM2, 1971.
jchu@etoims.com
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all that we know and understand about UMMS is true. Nothing like validation from an old
friend and colleague. You had the greatest opportunity to know UMMS well as his roommate;
having had the chance to know his brothers; and the rare opportunity to know his parents.
Thank you for finding the time to write this Foreword and especially for letting me know that
UMMS' mother was always noted to sew for her sons feeding me the idea for a story on that
aspect!
Dr. Myat Thura: A very befitting poem describing the role of a teacher such as UMMS. Thank
you very much for the precious photographs of UMMS and family on vacation. It is great to
see UMMS on his “time” off .
Dr. Khin Tun: "My Beloved Saya , My Teacher , My Trainer and My Mentor" is a theme that we
all share with you. Thank you very much for the highlights.
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appreciated. You're so lucky to have spent so much working time with UMMS.
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made to order which describes your story well as well for my use in the ckHkzdeyf story.
Dr. Sein Myint: Just a brief encounter but you got a lot out of UMMS! Thanks for sharing the
precious photograph of you together with surgical icons Saya U Kyee Paw and Saya UMMS. It
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Dr. Myat Myat Mon: Thanks for taking time off from your busy plastics and reconstructive
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Dr. Khin May Nwe: For your vufzuf
u story, I had the chance to bring out a photograph of
UMMS that I actually bought 40 years ago not knowing I will have a need to complement your
story.
Dr. Nyunt Wai: Your story highlights the facts that many of us including our families have been
touched by UMMS surgical expertise, care and compassion.
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Dr. Aye Mu Myint: A lovely poem that describes what UMMS does for all of us. Thanks for the
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making sure that contributed works have all the i-s dotted and the t-s crossed. I am sure that
you will get UMMS laughing especially since, I bet, he never thought of himself as a delicious,
rare mango. A Solitaire Amongst the Stars, indeed.
Dr. Khin Nyo Thet: A Boring Interlude bored right though us. We have had cold hands and
racing heart from hyperactive sympathetic nervous system when confronted by UMMS.
Dr. Lay Khin, Dr. Yi Yi Myaing and Dr. Nwe Oo: For their gracious wishes for good health and
many more happy returns of birthdays for Dr. UMMS.
Dr. Myo Maw: Thanks for the photograph of UMMS in 1994, one of the most auspicious years
for this great man and mentor’s life experiences.
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Dr. Thane Toe Thane: Thank you so very much for your story with a great collection of
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as in more relaxed different environments. I just could not resist using many of your pictures
for my own vision of UMMS.
Dr. Than Tun: I had bated breath while you hunted around for this photograph of UMMS in
Hawaii in 1974. I am glad that you found it!
Dr. Win May: Professor UMMS was well described in your experiences with him. A man of
integrity and a wonderful human being. You were very lucky indeed to have had the chance to
work with him.
Dr. Arthur Sun Myint: I am grateful and touched and so will be Saya UMMS for the generous,
outstanding and perfect contribution of labor for the fabulous special and original portrait of
Saya UMMS to be used as the book cover. Thanks for listening to me and taking in my
non-artistic suggestions seriously. It is indeed The Work of Art. You took meticulous care of
UMMS during his trip to the United Kingdom in 1994 and treasured all the memorable
photographs and historical souvenirs of the great honor bestowed on to UMMS by the Royal
College of Surgeons in Edinburgh. We now have it immortalized in this book for all to share.
Dr. Maung Maung Lwin: Thank you for the vintage photographs of the earliest graduates of
IM2 and doing the majority of the typing in Burmese for me. Reading Burmese spelled in
English is awkward and difficult to understand, it will be like food without salt! Thanks for
creating the the IM2 web-site www.im2.co.uk/ and the UMMS support page:
http://www.thisismyanmar.com/umms-living-tribute.htm.
Dr. Kyaw Swa: I could not finish the book without your contributions. It took me three months
to hunt you down but the efforts were worthwhile. Your contributions came on the day
that I decided to close the publication but I manage to squeeze them in! I marvel at your
excellent digital conversion of the slides from 1994 especially since I could use them in
strategic positions within the book.
Dr. George Mya: I am glad that I can get your last minute contribution to salute UMMS.
Dr. Toe Lwin: The last of the contributors but with the first photograph of UMMS’ honors!
Thanks to all doctors, nurses and families who took care of UMMS during his 2001 illness.
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Last but not the least U Maung Maung Khin and Daw Thi, the parents of UMMS, for their
fabulous gift to humanity. Without your precious gift, The Work of Art project would not have
been possible.
To UMMS, the undisputed King of IM2 who asked us (or rather commanded) that if we want
to know more about him, just ask and seek (ar;ygrsm;pum;&). I know this book does the job
perfectly to describe
UMMS through our
eyes.

To all readers of this book, the editorial staff thanks you!
UMMS’ Chief Royal Subject
Jennifer Chu, M.D. IM2, 1971
December 1, 2012.
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This is how it all got started folks on UMMS blogs:
http://profmaungmaungsein.blogspot.com/2011/10/new-postingnow.html
tim says: July 5, 2012 12:39 AM
dear sayagyi
Remembered the story of fat lady and side-car saya ( favourite
comparision) and also favourite phrase ( my foot!). Please write a
biography . It will be v much interesting as well as illuminating.
YWIM2
etoims says: July 5, 2012 9:24 PM
If anyone was Saya's student during the period of 1968-71, you will remember that the famous
foot did get a toe fracture. He had on this khone pha nut, a harbinger of foot fashion for the
O.R. since people wear these clogs in the O.R.now. Talk about showmanship!
Yes Saya, we are all waiting to read your life story as told by you. Spare no details of what
makes you tick.
Jen
On Wednesday, 1 August 2012, KO KO <koko5904@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear all,
*You all ask me to write my autobiography? Sounds " silly ". Because " people" write about "
good things" they like of themselves in it.
*The " really true" biography can ONLY be by those who have seen, felt & have learnt from
"that person"-O.K.
*Please use this same email for further contact please.
mms

YOUR WISH IS MY COMMAND.
YOUR LIFE AS SEEN BY US.
A GIFT FROM ALL OF US FOR YOUR 80TH
BIRTHDAY (DECEMBER 27, 2012)!
JEN
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WHO's WHO in Health & Medicine in Myanmar 2005
686 Maung Maung Sein, Professor Dr. U, (M.B., B.S. (Rgn); F.R.C.S. (Eng); F.R.C.S. (Edin.);
Ch.M.(U.K.); SAMA 1640;
Surgeon; Teacher; Medical Educationist; son of U Maung Maung Khin and Daw Thi; born 27
December, 1931 (editor correction: note that it is 1932) in Maymyo; spouse Daw Thein Myint.
Education:matriculated Myoma National High School, 1949; Faculty of Medicine, University of
Rangoon, M.B., B.S., 1956; Royal College of Surgeons (England), F.R.C.S., 1963; Royal College of
Surgeons, Edinburgh, F.R.C.S., 1963; M.Ch. (U.K.), 1974.
Career: House Surgeon, Rangoon General Hospital, 1956-57; Civil Assistant Surgeon, B.C.G.
Team, Pyapon and Pyay, 1957-58; Civil Assistant Surgeon, Rangoon General Hospital, 1958-65;
Civil Assistant Surgeon, East Rangoon Hospital, 1965-66; Consultant Surgeon, East Rangoon
Hospital, 1966-67; Lecturer / Surgeon, Department of Surgery, Institute of Medicine 2, Rangoon, 1967-77; Professor / Surgeon, Department of Surgery, Institute of Medicine 2, Rangoon,
1977-79; Professor / Surgeon / Head of Department of Surgery, Institute of Medicine 2, Rangoon, 1979-87; Professor / Surgeon / Head of Department of Surgery, Institute of Medicine 1,
Yangon, 1987-88; Rector, Institute of Medicine 1, Yangon, 1988-91; Director-General, Department of Health Manpower, Ministry of Health, 1991 till retirement.
Honours / Awards:First Receipient of the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh Medal,
1994.Membership of Societies / Associations / Committees: Member, Myanmar Academy of
Medical Science, Myanmar Medical Association; Surgical Society, Myanmar Medical
Association;
Conferences / Study Tours / Training:Seminar on the role of pathology in modern education in
New Delhi, 1969; Conference on world problems in surgical manpower, Geneva, 1970;
Training in Portocaval and cardiovascular surgery, McGill University, Canada; Medical
Education, Australia.
Publications: Maung Maung Sein (1965). Physiology of the thyroid gland. Burma med. J. 13:
76-79; Maung Maung Sein and Myo Thwe (1969). Management of portal hypertension. Burma
med. J. 14: 133-137; Maung Maung Sein (1971). The training of workers in disciplines ancillary
to medicine and their contribution to surgery in Burma. J. R. Coll. Surg. Edin. 16(4): 187;
Maung Maung Sein (1974). Effect of Porta-caval shunt on colon carcinoma. Ch.M. Thesis
Recreation: reading; music.
Address: 19, Kan Yeiktha, Mayangone P.O., Yangon (Tel. 661856).
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Saya UMMS in Ngapali, 1969.
Courtesy photo from Dr. U Myat
Thura
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Dinner with Saya Myat Thura and Saya U Tint Lwin in 1975.
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My Beloved Saya
My Teacher , My Trainer and My Mentor
Prof Khin Tun, IM2, 1970
I think I am one of the most fortunate of surgical trainees. I am very proud and much honored
to say that I have been trained by one of the Master Surgeons, a great teacher and a trainer.
We all have known, feared and loved our Saya as a student of Institute of Medicine 2 ( I M 2).
For me, Saya has been one of my role models, my mentor and my “ godfather “ as I had always
wanted to become a Surgeon.
After my internship in the Yangon General Hospital , I was appointed as a Clinical Tutor in the
Department of Surgery, Institute of Medicine 2 and there I started my formal surgical training.
I had been under his close supervision for 12 long years as a Clinical Tutor, A Master of Surgery
student and then as a FRCS candidate.
When I was selected as a candidate for the first MMedSc Surgery course in IM 2, I was the only
candidate and my Saya was my supervisor. He not only taught me the art of Surgery but also
the basics of Research Science and Research Methodology. I will never forget how he trained
me. There was almost no formal teaching but informal discussions and training was there all
the time, at the bedside, during ward rounds, in the operation theatre and also in the
out-patient clinics. During my on-call nights, he would come into the ward and ask me if there
were any admissions and cases. Then we saw the cases together and discussed those cases,
what I thought of the diagnosis, why and what would be the management plan . If we planned
for surgery, we continued to discuss the type of anesthesia, choice of incision and probable
surgical procedure. In my early years of training, when I was stuck in the theatre with a major
problem, he would come in and assist me to do the major operation under his guidance. He
would be very patient, kind and gentle contrary to the belief of some people. He taught and
trained us in the fine and gentle dissection techniques and their significance in post -operative
outcomes. He is really a perfect general surgeon with expertise in all the fields like, abdominal
surgery, thoracic surgery, urology, vascular surgery and more. He is a perfect master surgeon.
I learned a lot from him. His way of approach to a surgical problem was simple, basic and
remarkable. With his encouragement , help and advice I manage to pass the MMedSc Surgery
with Credit and also got through the hurdles of FRCS primary and Final FRCS without much
difficulty.
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After working under his close supervision and guidance for 12 years in IM 2, I was transferred
to IM 1. Later Saya was transferred to University of Medicine 1 (previously known as Institute
of Medicine 1).
I worked as an Assistant Lecturer, Consultant Surgeon, and Lecturer in the Department of
Surgery under the Rectorship of Saya.
Saya also got me involved in medical education activities since my early days of surgical
training and these experience have helped me a lot especially in my current job as Head of the
Department of Surgery, FMHS, UNIMAS, Kuching, Malaysia.
Saya is not only a Teacher and Master surgeon but also a philosopher. He also trained us to be
compassionate and holistic in treating patients and in surgical decision - making. He also urged
us to develop and understand the significance and importance of the sixth sense
“ the common sense “.
Words cannot fully express my gratitude and I feel privileged to have had this opportunity to
work with such a mentor. A mentor is more than a teacher, a trainer, an instructor, a tutor, a
counselor and an inspiration.
For me, Saya is all these and more.

Prof Khin Tun
IM2, 1970
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TO MY TEACHER
Professor Than Aye FRCS
Most of us in our life time have the good fortune of having at least one good teacher
who shaped our thought. I am lucky to have had Sayagyi U Maung Maung Sein as one of my
great teachers. He might not recall our first encounter, but it was the summer of 1962, when I
met Saya as one of my external examiners in the Anatomy viva. I was examined for the
distinction in Anatomy and I found him to be a dynamic, straightforward and a highly
intelligent Surgeon. I owe him a lot of gratitude as he was one of the many examiners who had
supported me for the distinction in Anatomy.
I then had a wonderful chance to meet him again at the Institute of Medicine 2 in
1969, where I was posted as Demonstrator in Surgery under him. He was a lecturer in Surgery
and his integrity, discipline, dynamism, hard work, intelligence and empathy instilled in me an
enthusiasm and inspiration to pursue my carrier as a Surgeon. I remembered the saying that, a
mediocre teacher taught his assistants, a good teacher made his assistants understand, but
the best teacher inspires his assistants.
He did not train me to make me feel that he was a master, as a master told you what
he expected of you, but he was a teacher to me, because he was slowly trying to awaken my
own expectations and destiny. He had slowly forged in me the good qualification of a
Surgeon. I slowly understood that he was not only teaching me, but he believed in me, tugged
and pushed me and led me on to the next plateau, sometimes poking me with a stick called
honesty, empathy, sincerity, transparency, truth and hard work.
I studied and worked hard under his guidance and in 1970, I had the golden
opportunity to sit for the Primary FRCS Examination of the Royal College of Surgeons in
Edinburgh which was held for the first time in Myanmar. Although the examination was
tough, it was not impossible for me to pass, with his teaching and training. I was sent to the
United Kingdom for my final FRCS in Edinburgh and Saya was so kind to arrange a clinical
attachment for me before the examination under Mr. J.A. Ross who was the Vice President of
the College. I was well looked after at the Eastern General Hospital in Edinburgh by Mr. Ross
and I did my final FRCS three months after I arrived in the United Kingdom.
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Saya was in Liverpool for his Masters in Surgery (ChM) just before I took my final examination
and he was very pleased with my success. I got a job as a registrar in the Urology Department
at the Western General Hospital in Edinburgh and after spending a year there, I moved to
Liverpool to take Surgical training in Paediatric Urology at the Royal Alder Hay's Children
Hospital, where I was so happy to see my Saya again.
We had a wonderful time particularly on the weekends, where I was able to get advice on my
Surgical Career and training. There he told me that I should try for the London Fellowship like
him as that was the Fellowship that had been highly regarded by many Surgeons throughout
the World. He started training me every weekend to prepare for the English Fellowship while
I was in Liverpool. I felt a bit nervous but as I sensed his confidence and faith in me, I finally
took the Fellowship from the Royal College of Surgeons of England and lived up to his
expectations by getting through the Examination.
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Saya was very pleased as well as proud that one of his pupils had become a Fellow of the
Royal College of Surgeons of England like him. I came to realize that all good teachers impart
good education. Ordinary teachers direct us along the right path, but great teachers like Saya
inspired me to seek my own path and encouraged to me to discover my talents. I know that
Saya had a great task to train me to be a good Surgeon. A tougher and greater problem for
him was not in identifying winners, but in making winners out of an ordinary young doctor like
me.
We both returned home after our studies. I was in the Department of Urology at Yangon
General Hospital and Saya was in the North Okkalapa General Hospital. We tried to keep in
touch with each other till I was posted to Magwe Divisional Hospital, where I saw the real
Myanmar with its simple, honest and contented people who desperately needed my help and
care.
After spending nearly three years in Magwe, I was finally transferred back to Yangon at the
Department of Surgery, Institute of Medicine 2, North Okkalapa General Hospital where I met
my old teacher Saya Gyi U Maung Maung Sein, who was then Professor of Surgery.
I continued my training under him and I tried to have wider reading to gain knowledge as I
came to realise that from knowledge only I could get wisdom. I worked happily with Saya for
two years and then I was promoted as a Consultant Urologist at the Insein General Hospital,
which was affiliated with Institute of Medicine 2, so that I had an opportunity to help Saya by
participating in teaching Surgery to Medical students there.

Finally, I was transferred to Urology Department at Yangon General Hospital. Although we
were working at different hospitals, we tried to stay as close as possible and I was happy to
see Saya at many Academic meetings. To my great joy, Saya was appointed as Professor of
Surgery at Institute of Medicine 1 and later promoted to Rector. We worked together and I
used to pay many courtesy calls during which we used to discuss work and life.
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Saya is hard- working and honest with great vision, so it was no surprise that Saya was further
promoted to Director- General of Medical Education. He had helped to improve the standard
of medical education both in undergraduate and post graduate levels. I helped him in many
ways to train young and brilliant Surgeons under his leadership. He had contributed
enormously in promoting the art and science of Medicine particularly in the field of Surgery. I
owe him a lot of gratitude as his teaching would affect an eternity on me and I could never tell
when his influence on me would end. He retired happily and for an academic person like him
who had devoted so much of his life to teaching, I had to introduce him to private practice
during his retirement period to support the family. (Editor’s note: UMMS did not enjoy private
practice and discontinued soon after). I used to pay respect and visit him as often as I could to
ensure social contact with the pupils he loved and who admired him. I was happy to see that
Saya was giving more time for studying and practising Buddhism as I realized that he was on
the right path to our final destination, Nibbana.
"Great teachers are ike old soldiers, they will never die; they will just fade away", it is said. A
good teacher is like a candle; It consumes itself to light the way for others. I am indebted to
my parents for giving me life, and to my teacher Sayagyi U Maung Maung Sein for teaching
me how to live well. I am also grateful to them for making me a devoted husband to my lovely
wife Professor Khin Ohn Chit who has given me love, understanding, care and giving me our
wonderful children, the product of our true love, whom I love and treasure most in my life.
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Finally, I wish Saya to be in the best of health and happiness with his family and friends for
many more years to come and let my wife and children join me in wishing him to attain
Nibbana through the easiest way of practice and by the shortest path.
Professor Than Aye FRCS. 25th September 2012
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Memorable pictures contributed by Dr. U Than Aye.
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Dear Jennifer,
Thanks for your hard work on Sayagyi U Mg Mg Sein 80th Birthday Book. My most intimate
encounter with Sayagyi was when he and Ma Ma came to stay with me in Hong Kong for about
a week, on his way back home from Edinburgh. During that brief period of time, I was still
learning some of his philosophies which are really valuable in life.
May he have a happy and healthy life for many years to come.

George Mya, FRCS Ed, FACS, FHKAM, FHKCS.
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A Surgeon’s Song for Sayagyi UMMS
Prof. Toe Lwin, IM2, 1976
His principles are incomparable, His ethic unique and His training unmatchable
Who is this person?
None other than Sayagyi U Maung Maung Sein.
Sayagyi receiving FRCS
certificate from the
President of Royal
College of Surgeons of
England in 1963

I first met Sayagyi when I was in Final Part 2 in 1975 (I call him Sayagyi because he is 20 years
older than me and all my generation surgeons call him like this). I heard many good things
about him since I was 2nd MB student; the extraordinary training he had been giving to
surgeons, the beautiful way he taught medical students, sometimes giving the example of
qdkufum;orm; and when he was not happy with the answer to his question, he used to say

ckHzdeyf eJY ½kdufr,f.

One of many valuable lessons I learnt from him during my student hood
was "Look , look so that you can see. Listen , listen so that you can hear , use the
tm½kHkig;yg; that parents have given you to get to the diagnosis." Sayagyi has very sharp eyes
and very sensitive ears. These teachings of his, I could make use of through out the life of my
career.
'' Bloody Fool. I want you to be perfect.'' This was what he told me at one point during the
years of MMedSc (Surgery) training in IM2. I felt very much small. He is perfect in terms of
Principle, Ethics, Morale, Professionalism and Medical Education. He is a surgeon of
international standing. How can I be like him? But a journey of 1000 miles begins with a
single step. I decided to work very, very hard.
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His training and mentoring : He molded pupils like me in a very tough way. He talked to house
surgeons like friends but he never gave a bit of favor to trainees like us. We were very much
afraid of him at first. But after realizing that although he is very fierce, apparently his heart is
very soft and kind, we love him. The longer we worked with him, the more we understood
and respected him. Finally, I feel he is like my father.
"He who knows not he knows not is a fool , shun him" is what he used to say. I had to be very
careful not to be included in this category through out the period I worked with him.

Sayagyi with Professor U Aung
Than Ba Tu and Sayagyi U Kyaw
Maung

His Inspiration: He inspired me to love doing research by allowing me to read and learn from
his thesis for ChM in Liverpool. It is the research on Lymphovenous shunt for intractable ascites done on dogs. Actually he is the contemporary of Sir Professor Alfred Cusheiri, a very
famous surgeon, author and editor of many surgery books from the UK. They were ChM candidates under supervision of the late Sir Professor Robert Shields. When the president of the
Royal college of Surgeons gave a dinner in honor of Sayagyi in 1994 in Edinburgh ( after receiving the gold medal in the day time), Professor Cuscheiri came down from Dundee and attended that dinner to salute Sayagyi. When Professor Cuscheiri knew I was Sayagyi's pupil, he
offered me free attendance of his Advanced Laparoscopic Workshop in Dundee. How lucky I
am to be Sayagyi’s pupil.
Another thing. A Good Surgeon : I always remember his telling me " You know , a good surgeon is not fearless . He fears not for his reputation. He always fears for the well being of his
patient." I remember, Sayagyi in DSGH in 1975, abandoned one operation procedure , a Shunt
for Portal Hypertension after hours of assessment per operatively. He told us that the
anatomy was not favorable and if he proceeded the operation could be finished but the
outcome could be horrible. He swallowed his pride for the sake of his patient.
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Aspiration: Sayagyi once told me " opportunities seldom come - when they come one must
recognize it has come - then one must be ready and qualified to make the best use of it - and
one must be able to establish oneself with grace , dignity and empathy - one must be careful
not to let things go to his or her head and be happy in the knowledge that he/she is serving
the suffering patient the best way that is possible - and he/she never feels I have done what I
am supposed to do because always remember "there must be a better tomorrow".
Sayagyi is
congratulated
by the Vice
President of the
RCSE as the first
overseas
recipient of
RCSE Gold
Medal for
service to
improve medical
education. His
wife Lt. Col Daw
Thein Myint was
a senior anesthesiologist at
DSGH.

His outstanding sacrifice : Sayagyi never did private practice for money through out his
government service life time. Therefore he was not well to do and can be said to be poor. His
lunch was always 2 slices of poor quality bread, a banana and a cup of green tea. He did not
spend money for good foods. He is very much happy with his foods although I felt sad to see it.
Because of that life style, when ever blood tests were made for medical check up, he never
had an excess but deficits.
Sayagyi spent almost all of his life time reading, teaching and training of his pupils and for
medical education.
His love for his pupils: His love and affection for his pupils is remarkable. There are 2 simple
examples. One was in 1988. He wept when he saw his pupils wounded. Nobody will think that
this tough man will ever cry. Another instance : although he is not well to do, when Saya Ko
Aung Kyi, paediatric surgeon , died in 2003, he gave 100,000 kyats as an endowment fund for
the family with which added to the good amount of collection we obtained for the late Ko
Aung Kyi’s fund To be frank , we have never seen a poor teacher do like this for his pupil.
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Sayagyi, Ma Ma Cecilia (wife of Saya U Sun Myint) on his right and Saya U Sun Myint on his left. Saya U
Maung Maung Than is next to Saya U Sun Myint. Dr Myint Myint Yee, my wife and myself are in the
second role , 2nd and 3rd from the left . ( 2007)

" I can outlive you" these were the challenging words that he told me a few months ahead of
his last episode of near-fatal illness with Histoplasmosis. Actually he used to warn me "don't
follow the path of Aung Kyi" as he was worried that the current home situation with too much
work overload at the hospital he feared I might die of a heart attack. I said to him " Sayagyi,
do not worry for me. You are the one who has to look after yourself because you had already
encountered two episodes of near-fatal illnesses. It was because of your ur®, you could
manage to overcome. "This time he had near fatal histoplasmosis, acute urinary retention due
to BPH and general debility. Again because of his Strong ur® (the ukodkvf that he had
achieved from his meritorious deeds through out his life) everything and everybody is ready
to save him. Many of his pupils were posted at the New Yangon Hospital, all the support from
his pupils both far and near reached him in time and eventually the outcome was excellent
and unbelievable. This incident showed the ur®ed,mr .
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With that I would like to conclude my song about this wonderful extraordinary surgeon,
teacher, mentor, educator, clinical scientist with outstanding principle and ethics with whom I
am lucky enough to have encountered. Without that opportunity and without his sculpting, all
his pupils including me will not be able to enjoy this wonderful life.
Sayagyi , after
recovering from the
near-fatal episode
of Histoplasmosis,
seen at home in
October 2012

HAPPY 80th BIRTHDAY, Sayagyi.
We all wish you well and happy for the rest of your long life and attain enlightenment to reach
edAÁme within a short period .

Your mentee and trainee,
Toe Lwin FRCS FACS DrMedSc
Professor and Head
Department of Urology
New Yangon General Hospital ( JICA)
University of Medicine(1), Yangon.
Email : toelwin.y2012@gmail.com
Web site : www.toelwinurology.com
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Inspiration to Aspiration
Win Htin aka Winston Chu, M.D., FACS. IM2, 1968
I really don’t know when it all started. The inspiration, I mean.
Of course as medical doctors we all know the physiologic act of taking a breath inwards which
delivers air to the lungs. That act begins at birth and is an essential part of my life and since
then I have been doing that instinctively driven by those centers in the spinal medulla
oblongata.
What I really meant was the inspiration which arouses the mind to special activity or
creativity. It certainly could have been when I was a small child a few years after the Great
War ended and my father’s best friend was a frequent visitor to our home; then he was just a
general practitioner but who later became a very well known surgeon in Burma. This
description of him was an understatement, he was U Kyee Paw.
When I first went to medical school my interest in the human body became more aroused
as I dissected the first of many human dissections in the anatomy laboratories. In reality
though my inspirations of the first kind were rather shallow in the dissection room because of
the embalming odors which I found were quite overwhelming.
However true inspiration to become a surgeon was activated and stirred during my fourth
year in medical school during my surgical rotations and this was stimulated intensely by the
appearance of Saya Maung Maung Sein as he came to MC2 at the Defense Services General
Hospital (DSGH) where our clinical rotations were held.
If my chronologic facts are correct-- in 1967-- he had recently returned from Canada where he
completed a study tour and a portion of his time was spent at McGill University Hospital in
Montreal, Quebec and he was fresh from that experience; I listened to him with great
fascination as he told his story during the course of many personal and teaching encounters.
These stories were told with enthusiasm but it was said only in between ward rounds and
bedside teaching, which were filled with probing and unrelenting questions. His approach to
medical student teaching was in a provocative way and not the usual spoon feeding didactic
method which was the prevalent form at that time.
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Because of this manner of teaching a great many students were quite scared of him: This short
man with a wry smile as though contemptuous and challenging, but I am quite certain that he
did not exactly meant it that way. His short hair was combed neatly sideways with a part and
he wore his shirt sleeves rolled half way up and in cuffed slacks finishing off his footwear in
leather sandals.
I saw him in a longyi only on visiting his home in a high-rise reserved for officers’ families on
the hospital grounds, since his wife was Major Daw Thein Myint, an anesthesiologist. They
lived there with their twin infant sons.
My last visit as a student was a few days before the Final Part II exams because of a
controversy surrounding a rumor circulated by the Rector of IM 1, Dr. Ba Than also a
well-known surgeon, in fact the first Burman to be admitted as a fellow to the Royal Colleges
of Surgeons, and one of the surgical teachers during my father’s medical school days. I am sure
Saya will remember as I cut through the fog of time of the angst that we both experienced
then.
My memory of Saya was a first encounter in the main corridor of Surgical 1 at DSGH where we
followed him around on a teaching ward
round. After an examination of a patient, who
was a soldier, with an injury to the region of
the brachial plexus he asked us to draw a
diagram of the plexus. His contention was that
even if one can adequately describe the
various ramifications of pathologic anatomy, a
person should be able to draw it on a piece of
paper, if one has a commanding knowledge.

Chu-Andrews J, Johnson RJ: Electrodiagnosis: An
Anatomical and Clinical Approach. Lippincott,
Phila, 1987.
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I gladly complied since I am quite accomplished at drawing and that was how I studied the
various anatomic regions by putting it on paper. Though it had been some two years or more
since I had completed my anatomy examination I still had total recall and promptly drew the
plexus to his satisfaction. What I wasn’t sure to this day is whether he knew how to draw it
himself. [Now this is a little bit of tongue-in-cheek expression on my part Saya]. You didn’t
know that I used to draw cartoons and reproduced a great deal of osteology and other
anatomic diagrams did you Saya? Thanks to Dr. Kyi Win, my first anatomy demonstrator and
to Grant’s Method of Anatomy.
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Since my exposure to Saya UMMS, I was hooked on this surgery thing because it became much
more fun to learn this danged specialty, though I have always had a surgical personality. I only
began to enjoy learning it after I met this stimulating method of his teaching. The first seed to
become a surgeon began to germinate within my being and I became more convinced to
pursue a career in the discipline from then on. I have been bitten by the bug and a raging fever
begun.

TUBERCULOSIS?
HISTOPLASMOSIS?

MALARIA?
VIRAL HEPATITIS?

DENGUE HAEMORRHAGIC FEVER?

your editor JC MD’s answer:

arhygEkdif
UMMS SURGICAL BUG – IT IS!
(aka) UMMS Surgical Bugitis
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A Surgical Journal Club was quite an introduction to journal reading and it is not just the
reading but the critical thinking and group discussion that goes with it, that watered the seed
which had begun to sprout within me.
This was an experience which I have never been exposed to up until then. Indeed I still
remember that the first topic was that of closed cardiac massage which up to that time—in
1966-- was still quite a novelty, at least in Burma, and we all know the ABC’s of resuscitation
are common place nowadays and I knew I was well prepared when I came to America as a
surgical intern at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. I know, I know
we do the C-- for compressions only-- nowadays.
From then onward my life-long habit of journal reading remained with me; throughout my
medical career they were medical-surgical journals but now my favorite journal happens to be
published on Wall Street.
But, I shall never forget the oft-repeated old saying that I acquired from Saya UMMS which
completely cast a spell on me to this day:
He who knows not and knows not he knows not: he is a fool - shun him.
He who knows not and knows he knows not: he is simple - teach him.
He who knows and knows not he knows: he is asleep - wake him.
He who knows and knows he knows: he is wise - follow him.
I had that inscribed onto a plaque which hung in my office until my retirement.
Is this the breath of inspiration? I ask myself. Yes, absolutely it was the defining moment of
this surgeon-embryo being formed.
Saya made Final Part II easy with his teaching which I found refreshing since a whole new
world of looking at surgical learning opened up for me, including my appreciation of acid-base
balance and the complexity of assisted ventilation which became very useful to me in critical
care surgery when I was caring for patients once I came to America. My first introduction to
these topics was from the Annals of the Royal College of Surgeons as well as the British Journal
of Surgery which I read avidly.
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He conducted a mock examination towards the latter part of Final Part II and the most useful
part was the viva voce with Dr. Kyaw Lynn, a well known urologic surgeon whom like Saya was
a Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons.
I knew of course that Saya was a fellow of the England and Edinburgh colleges and I began
fantasizing myself as becoming one in the future. But as fate would cruelly have it, I was
unkindly treated by the civil health and education services in spite of my loyalty and excellent
student record with numerous distinctions, which forced me to emigrate to USA in 1971 after
serving in the Frontline Emergency Medical Team for two years.
Perhaps that was a blessing in disguise, but I’d like to grumble “Oh what a great disguise it
was.” I had to become a surgeon in this lifetime somewhere on this earth, in America since it
would never be in Burma.
My aspiration to become a surgeon was so intense that it became uncontainable and my sole
existence during those days was to become one. The arduousness of the pursuit did not deter
me nor did it dampen my enthusiasm. The ardor of my love was so strong that it surpassed
even what I felt for my own life. However I must admit that it is almost as close to that
euphoria and elation I felt for my first lover and it was comparably painful.
I felt like I was being punished for an undeclared reason since that job assignment was like
being sent to rJZmawmifajc during the days of Burmese monarchy of old and I pretty much
lost contact with Saya until I saw him again in New York City in early 1974 after which he
followed down to Philadelphia where I lived.
We were with Drs. Naidu and Bharadwaja and with the former we drove around Philadelphia
sightseeing in his Chevy Caprice which I drove. My fiancée who accompanied us became my
wife soon after.

L to R:
Daw Su Su, Paulette Chu, Winston Chu,
UMMS, Dr. Naidu’s brother, Dr. Naidu.
Philadalphia, 1974.
Photo: Courtesy of editor JCMD.
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I truly regret the course of events that limited my time with Saya since I only had some three
months with him as a house surgeon and was thrilled beyond belief when I was allowed to
operate on a perforated peptic ulcer with Saya assisting me. Memorably that was the only
operation of that kind that I did throughout my surgical career since ulcer perforations were a
rarity in America and they became rarer still as my career developed. I became more adept at
doing vagotomies and pyloroplasties than repairing perforations and now these ulcers are
treated entirely with antibiotics.
At the BMA conference in 1968, Saya asked me to manage the slide show for his presentation
and he wanted to time the slides so precisely that it fit the allotted time perfectly. For that to
happen we rehearsed and practiced repeatedly over many sessions with a stopwatch timer.
I have witnessed—occasionally with disgust-- as many presenters at the conference not only
overran their time slots but encroached upon others’ time by so many more minutes. Then
and there I learned that, that was disrespectful to the audience as well as other presenters.
The importance of this aspect impacted me so profoundly that I adhered to Saya’s tenet and
emulated him when I gave my cash-prize winning speech in Toronto, Canada in 1977 at the
combined meeting of the Society of Head and Neck Surgeons and the American Society of
Head and Neck Surgery to an audience of some six hundred surgeons.
The discipline which I absorbed from Saya also made me a better public speaker and I was
voted as the best resident-presenter by the plastic surgery department of the Hospital of the
University of Pennsylvania. I clinched the prize when the projector bulb went out and I
completed the presentation by free-hand drawings on a chalkboard for my topic which
incidentally was nerve injuries of the upper extremity and hand.
I eventually became double-boarded as a surgeon and plastics surgeon and also became a
Fellow of the American College of Surgeons but that did not end my aspiration. I completed a
long successful career which began from a whiff of inspiration after I met a marvelous guy
named Maung Maung Sein. Look what you did to me, Saya!
Win Htin aka Winston Chu, M.D., FACS
Plastics and Reconstructive Surgery
IM 2,1968
Erie, Pennsylvania, USA

I saw Saya twice in America in three different cities, once during my training and again after I
became a plastic surgeon in private practice. I understand that Saya never really developed
one (private practice) for himself as he dedicated himself to teaching and administration.
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Winston Chu, M.D.
FACS
IM2, 1968
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How happy is he born or taught,
That serveth not another’s will,
Whose armour is his honest thought,
And simple truth his highest skill.
- Sir Henry Cotton

My Brief Encounter with
Professor U Maung Maung Sein
Professor Sein Myint, IM1, 1971
Sayagyi is a very simple man. He lives a simple life and believes in simple truths. He has the
highest honor of dignity, integrity and free from avarice. Fearless in his expressions on what
he believes is right, yet sympathetic to the poor. I still remember Sayagyi letting a poor
girl sell lemons in his surgical ward to the patients recovering from surgery at the North
Okkalapa General Hospital.

A Man of Principle
My memories turn to 1971 August when I was appearing for my Final Part 2 Surgery Clinical at
Rangoon General Hospital. I still remember the fierce look of Sayagyi U Maung Maung Sein
during the examination. Yet he had saved many students whom he believed were unfairly
judged by other external examiners, particularly Sayagyi U Ba Than. U Maung Maung
Sein believed in fairness, justice and equality. And he practiced the way he believed in.

A Devoted Teacher
It was the year 1982; the year that the FRCS examination was resumed in the country after a
decade of hiatus. I was among the chosen few who were selected for the FRCS part (1)
examination. We had to travel to North Okkalapa Hospital Surgical Ward to reach Sayagyi’s
office by 9am. From 9am to 4pm Sayagyi taught us applied physiology, biochemistry, surgical
pathology, immunology among many other subjects. The break was from 4 to 7 pm . We then
continued our meeting at Sayagyi’s house from
7 pm till 9 pm. Often, Sayagyi’s wife offered us
Ceylon tea just to refresh us after the
long whole day of bombardments.
Saya enjoyed teaching and his devotion and
dedication to Medical Education eventually
earned him the prestigious Gold Medal of The
Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh in
1994.
Photo: Contribution from Dr. Kyaw Swa’s collections
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Punctuality is Sayagyi’s code of conduct. One morning, our car broke down on the way to
North Okkalapa Hospital for Sayagyi’s class. We arrived 30 minutes late. We were halted at
the doorstep to Sayagyi’s office by Dr. U Myint Tun telling us Sayagyi was very much
annoyed and angry because we were late. It took about an hour or so to cool down Sayagyi.
“What do you think of Englishmen? How would you work with them if you are not
punctual?". Those were Sayagyi’s words. Discipline, devotion and dedication to Medical
Education and Medical ethics, honesty and punctuality were principles he is religiously
committed to. He shared his lifetime experiences and listened to others’ experiences as well.
We always enjoyed Thursday afternoon Rangoon lunch time talks sipping a cuppa while we
were at New Rangoon General Hospital.

Judgement, Skill and Respect
Not only is Sayagyi U Maung Maung Sein an educator and teacher, he is one of Burma’s
surgical pioneers. Once I heard Professor U Thar Hlaing (ENT) praising Sayagyi U Maung
Maung Sein as the first surgeon in Burma who performed laryngectomy, which is an ENT
domain. He has done many complicated surgical procedures like hind-quarter amputation, a
formidable handicraft, while serving as honorary consultant surgeon at Military Hospital in
Mingaladon.
I once witnessed Sayagyi performing a urologic procedure (assisted by Professor U Than Aye)
at the New Rangoon General Hospital. He hated bleeding. His meticulous methods of
haemostasis were superb and beautiful to watch. After attending as first assistant to Sayagyi
operating on a case of cholecystectomy, I decided I would choose him as my surgeon if I were
to be operated upon. His judgement and surgical skills are admired and praised by all doctors.
He never tired of referring to his mentors like Sayagyi U Kyee Paw and Dr. Nandi whenever he
made teaching rounds.
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A Surgeon with Artistic Mind (and Sports, Editor’s Note)
Not many people would know Sayagyi U Maung Maung Sein has a collection of famous
musical records. Mozart and Beethoven are among his favorites which he enjoyed at his
leisure. (Editor’s note: He loves poems by Rabindranath Tagore and Khalil Gibran. He relaxes
with swimming and works out a sweat with squash).

My memorable days with Sayagyi U Maung Maung Sein
during the 1988 movements
We were with Sayagyi at New Rangoon General Hospital (JICA hospital) during those days.
Sayagyi was deeply silent while demonstrations were going on all over the place. We would
gather in the mornings and exchanged our night time experiences at RGH operating rooms
operating on injured patients. He would not utter a word, and just listened. The next day we
saw Sayagyi had written down on the white board in the teaching room, the names of British
heroes who were recipients of Victoria Cross, the most prestigious medal awarded for
courage in action. He told us the story of those brave men who were commissioned to
destroy the German airplane industries and who never came back.
On the 17th of August 1988, we all (together with Sayagyi) formed a group in front of our
hospital, marched towards the City Hall and American Embassy showing our unity with the
people.
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Strict administrator
He was promoted to Rector of Institute of Medicine (1), after the 1988 movements. His
administration brought many relevant changes in the Institute. He replied promptly to letters
from various International Colleges around the world. His actions were invaluable to Burmese
doctors working at various Institutions and hospitals internationally. Previously, it was not
the norm for a Rector to reply to enquiries and requests from foreign colleges for information
about the alumni of IM(1). Letters to the Rector were usually piled up in the hands of some
infamous clerks at the Institute who abused their position and extorted from relatives of
alumni. It took just a few months after taking office for Sayagyi U Maung Maung Sein to
discover this; he brought up the whole affair and prompt action was taken against the
persons concerned.
He became Director - General of Medical Education later and I was sent to Taunggyi as
Consultant Surgeon. Though away, news of U Maung Maung Sein reached me. As an
experienced educator and manager he has contributed tremendously towards Medical
Education in the country.
Sayagyi U Maung Maung Sein has contributed a lot to our society. For that we will always
remember him as an expert Surgeon, Educator, Teacher and a Manager with courage and
discipline. We wish him well and happiness on his 80th birthday. Long live Sayagyi! We look
forward to sending you our best wishes on your 90th birthday too.

Love statue exists in Philadelphia, PA
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Mega Dawa Linka Thit
Dr. Sein Myint

“ ဆပ္၍မကုန္ ဆရာ့ဂုဏ္ ”
Aကၡရာ႐ွစ္ဝ၊ တစ္ပါဒျဖင့္
ဆုံးမခဲ့ဖူး၊ သူ႕ေက်းဇူးကို
Aထူးဆပ္ေပ၊ ဘယ္မွာေက်လိမ့္။
ေ႐ႊေငြသျပာ၊ စကၠဝါတ႐ိွ
Aျပည့္ထည့္လ်က္
ဆပ္ဘိတုံေလး၊ မေၾကေသးဘူး။
တရားျမင္သိ၊ ပညာ႐ိွႏွင့္
ႀကိဳက္ဘိႀကံဳေတြ႕
တစ္ေန႔တစ္ရက္၊ တနံနက္မွ်
ေပါင္းဖက္ရကား
ေဒါသမစြန္း၊ ေက်းဇူးထြန္း၏။
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2003 January, with Prof.U Kyee Paw, Prof.and Mrs.U Maung Maung Sein at FRCS Ed Diploma
conferring ceremony, Rangoon

Professor Dr. U Sein Myint, IM1, 1971
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Happy 80th Birthday Wishes From Scotland
Dr. Kyaw Swa, IM2, 1974
Dear Saya:
I am sending you the most sincere wishes on your 80th birthday.
Ever since I first met you as a medical student, as a resident and later on as a colleague; you
have made an great impact on me for the rest of my career and my life for not the techniques
of the surgical skills you taught me but on what and how I THINK and how I live my life. I was
able to see through the woods from the trees and was able to focus and gave love and care to
those who I met in my life…my patients, my colleagues, my friends or my family.
I hope that you are keeping well considering the advancing years and your wireless station
inside you is still receiving messages of beauty, hope, cheer, courage and power from men and
from the Infinite !!!
I have retired from active clinical practice since 2010 but still met up with a few fellows who
know you at the Senior Fellows Club at Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh.
On behalf of the Senior Fellows at RCS Ed. I wish you a Happy Birthday let you know that your
time at the College in 1994 is fondly remembered and you made a significant mark in the
history of RCS Ed.
With kind regards and metta,
Kyaw Swa FRCS Ed.
Edinburgh , Scotland. November 2012.

Left to Right: 1. Prof Win Myaing (IM2 1975), 2. Dr Nilar Wynn ( Ko
Win Myaing's wife), 3. Dr Thida Than ( IM 2 1975) - my wife,
4. Dr Kyaw Swa ( IM2 1974) - its me !!! the latest picture with less hair
but more greys ??? This picture was taken in our conservatory at
home when Ko Win Myaing was visiting to RCSEd. Oct 2012.
Ko Win Myaing was one of Saya UMMS surgical trainees too.
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Dr Kyaw Swa’s speech at the Prof. U Maung Maung Sein Dinner
Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh, June 1994.

Ladies and Gentlemen
It is with great pleasure and privilege that we are gathering here tonight to honour a great
man…Professor U Maung Maung Sein.
Yesterday, we witnessed a ceremony in which a young generation of surgeons were presented
their diploma of RCSEd at the same time we witnessed with them Professor U Maung Maung
Sein being awarded the “ The RCSEd Medal “, the very first nominee in the college’s history. We
were very proud of the fact that he was the very first Burmese Surgeon to be honoured in such
a way.
Let me introduce to those of you who may not know him very well…He was born in Burma, in a
place called Maymyo…a small town not unlike Edinburgh, picturesque and romantic place in
upper Burma. He was educated in a missionary school - St Michaels . He was taught discipline,
manners and moral values, at a very important period in one’s life. I believe that these are the
building blocks in one’s character development.
After the 2nd World war where Burma was under foreign occupations, he moved to Rangoon to
attend a very well known high school called “ Myoma “, where he was taught Burmese
nationalism - a love for his country and a love for his fellow countrymen.
He graduated MBBS in 1956. After his internship, he was appointed as the BCG Team Leader.
He was so interested in surgery, he did both hospital work and public health job at the same
time, with great enthusiasm and vigour.
He was awarded a scholarship to come to UK in 1960 for further surgical studies. He passed his
FRCS London as well as FRCS Edinburgh in 1961/2 at the age of 29yrs both at his first attempt.
He went back home to Burma and was appointed Consultant Surgeon in 1996. In 1967 he went
to Canada as a cardiovascular surgical fellow at McGill University, Montreal…He learned a
great deal of basic surgical research. His work was praised by everyone in the department and
participated in various teaching duties. On his return to Burma, he was appointed Lecturer in
the Department of Surgery at Institute of Medicine 2, Mingaladon.
In 1972, he came to Liverpool to work for his Ch.M. – under the guidance of Professor Robert
Shields. His work was on “ The effect of porta-systemic shunts on colonic transfer of ammonia
in hepatic cirrhosis “ He worked very hard, his meticulous work was very well appreciated and
praised by everyone in Liverpool most of all by Prof. Robert Shields. The influence that Prof.
Shields had on him was enormous and I knew that first hand as I graduated at the time of his
return home from Liverpool.
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He became Clinical Professor of Surgery in 1977 and served as Professor and Head of
Department in both Medical Institutes in Rangoon. He then became the Rector of Institute of
Medicine 1 in 1998 and later the Director General of Health Manpower in 1991. He retired in
January 1992.
He is extremely interested in Medical Education. He was one of the first Burmese doctors to be
involved in Medical Education. He attended and organised many World Health Organization
Medical Education Seminars in Rangoon. I remember it well as I participated as medical
student representative alongside many western medical educationalists. His teaching style was
unique of his generation and always student lean rather than (spoon fed) teacher led.
His basic surgical examination techniques are still absolutely valuable, just ask those who
recently passed FRCS exams. He emphasised on the value of basic sciences in every
postgraduate studies in evidence in Burma. He played a crucial role in curriculum development
of both the undergraduate & postgraduate medical education.
He has trained many surgeons and many Burmese doctors of other specialities who have
settled throughout the world. I am sure that many successful Burmese expatriate doctors at
some point in their career have come across Prof. U Maung Maung Sein and received his
advice, guidance and influence on them in someway. Even now his wisdom and advice is still
being sought after by many of the current leaders of medical & health education in Burma.
Throughout his career as a surgeon, his prime objective has always been to the wellbeing of his
patients, regardless of race, religion or creed. His dedication towards his work was second to
none. I have witnessed this first hand as his assistant. He never shunned from the truth and
spoke the truth and at times not always appreciated by his colleagues. Nevertheless he fought
for the principles he believed in, those of us who came to know him appreciated that very
much.
Another side of his character was that he cared about people…his patients, his students, his
colleagues and their families…and of course his wife and 3 sons…Underneath this tough and
demanding surgeon…there is a caring heart !
Ladies and gentlemen please stand up and raise your glass to Prof. U Maung Maung Sein.
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Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh.
GOLD MEDAL RECIPIENT UMMS, 1994

L to R:
Dr. Kyaw Swa, Dr. Eileen Oo, Dr.
Daw Thein Myint, Dr.UMMS, Dr.
Arthur Sun Myint, 1994

L to R:
Dr. Kyaw Swa, Dr. Daw Thein
Myint, Dr.UMMS, Dr. Arthur Sun
Myint, 1994
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Serenading with bagpipes, 1994

At Dr Kyaw Swa’s backyard. All who came to honor UMMS.
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GOLD MEDAL RECIPIENT UMMS: HONORED AT A BLACK TIE
AFFAIR AND DINNER, 1994

Dr. UMMS with the
late, Professor Sir
Robert Shields at
RCSEd.
Fellows Dinner.
June 1994

Dr. and Mrs. UMMS
with the late Professor
Sir Robert Shields at
RCSEd. Fellows Dinner.
June 1994
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UMMS
THE SHADOW OF A
SMILE
AKA
THE MONA LISA
SMILE

“YOU THINK IT’S A HECK OF A JOKE, HMMH?”
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Saya UMMS and His Thoughtfulness
Dr. Khin May Nwe (Nellie), IM1 1964.
The year I arrived United States in 1972, I was lucky to meet Saya in Philadelphia. He was in
US to present a research paper on the Liver. He told me what a rat race I will be joining and
also to have strict rules with my son 's upbringing and the influence of peer pressure among
children. I did not understand too well at first, for I thought this is heavenly.
Over the years, I realized how true they all are. I often think of our Saya and his wonderful
guidance to us, his students. At Rangoon General Hospital we were so scared of him as
students. Then we got to know the soft side of him when we were House Surgeons. Saya U
Tun Thin was also like him but not that strict!
Happy 80th birthday to dear Saya.
This is what I remember of our dear Saya. I saw him few times then. He will be glad to know
my son Tim is 46 years old and is a Cardiac Anesthetist for over 20 years.

vufzuf
vufzuf

We used to eat
when we were on duty. I don't remember the name of our colleague who
brought it. But we enjoyed it so much. It looks yucky but tastes so good. Ask Saya if he remembers
that? Does Saya still like
f?

vufzu

Dr. Khin May Nwe (Nellie), IM1 1964.
Editor's note: This is from my own personal collection of UMMS photos. I actually remember paying
K1.50 for this photograph. It was so eye catching and so spontaneous that I just had to have it. It was
rare to see Saya UMMS at an extracurricular event. I never knew that I will need to use this
photograph 40 years later, for this story and for his book. It was at one of the gatherings at IM2 in
1971. What you think, Saya UMMS was eating? Look at the right hand posturing and the little dish on
his left. It does not take long for a Burmese to figure this one out. Circumstantial evidence, folks.
So does he still like

vufzuf?

The answer is “Need you ask?”!
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Dr. Daisy Saw and Dr. Khin May Nwe
(Nellie), IM1 1964

Nellie and Son Tim
1979-1980
Dr. Daisy Saw and Dr. Khin May Nwe
(Nellie) 1964

Tim, Kirsten and Nellie
1994
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What do I want to say of our Saya? “He has a tough exterior, but a
heart of gold. He is a man of principles”.
Dr. Daisy Saw, IM1, 1964

Left to right: Mrs. MMS, Saw Mar Kyin Hwa (Dr. Daisy Saw’s mother), Darryl Wu (Dr. Daisy
Saw’s son), Saya U Maung Mg Sein, Dr. Maung Nyein, Dr. U Tint Lwin, Mrs. Maung Nyein, Mrs.
Margaret Chu, Dr. Daisy Saw, ? lady in white blouse.
Photograph: Contribution from Dr. Daisy Saw when Saya UMMS visited New York in 1994.
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Mighty Magnificent Surgeon
Dr. Nyunt Wai, IM2, 1970
1.
It came as a postscript after a lecture, which was superb as always. That was in IM2 whose
teaching hospital then was the DSGH.
“You know I didn’t sleep at all last night. For me, I only lost sleep. But for him, it’s a matter of
life or death. The postoperative period was critical. So I stayed awake – standby ”.
Who was Saya referring to? A big shot?
Well, the one Saya was referring to was an ordinary unknown soldier- a private, a casualty.
A surgeon by night saving lives. And a lecturer the next day, educating would-be health care
givers.
How many lives of unknown soldiers and civilians had Saya saved?
How many health care givers had Saya educated?
2.
Thyroid surgery. A subtotal thyroidectomy. Just with local anaesthesia. No blood bottles
reserved. Saya believed in his skills. And in his judgment. A bloodless surgery in progress.
Saya talked to the patient very patiently and gently throughout the operation.
The patient was none other than my mother. Considering my mum’s age and health, Saya
opted for a local anesthetic for the surgery.
I realized why Saya can be so gentle on his patients and so harsh and hard on his students. The
answer dawned to me: so that they will become very able, kind-hearted and altruistic doctors
like him.
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3.
It was one of the most polished synchronized dual talks ever to be given in the Myanmar
Medical Association auditorium. Maybe the one and only of its kind.
A physician and a surgeon at lecterns on either end of the stage. The talk was on medical and
surgical aspects of portal hypertension. So fluent, flawless and fluid was their English that the
audience was in awe. Of course English oratory was just the delivery tool. Just perfect for the
content. The physician was Prof. U Myo Thwe and the surgeon? None other than Saya himself.
Photograph: Courtesy of Dr. Thane Toe Thane. Saya U Maung Maung Sein is in front row, 5th from right.

Photograph: Courtesy of Dr. Thane Toe Thane. Saya U Maung Maung Sein is in last row, 4th from the left.
Dr. U Myo Thwe is sitting in 3rd row, 1st from right. (Blue jacket).
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4.
Saya is among one of the few clinicians who never hesitates to show his appreciation of the
basic sciences. Saya acknowledges the shoulders on which he stands. Saya used to say “we
clinicians are just reaping the fruits of the labors of those people toiling in the laboratories”.
After all, Saya himself is a clinical scientist. And a medical educator as well.
What did Saya do after his retirement? He dedicated himself to teaching anatomy (applied and
surgical no doubt) to thousands of medical students.
5.
Please note the intentional capitalization of the word Saya.
If there is a super-capitalization in written English, I would not hesitate to use that super big S,
that super-upper case S (high up in the wm0wd Hom ). Just for Saya U Maung Maung Sein.
Saya’s pupil,
Nyunt Wai
(a physiology “saya” spelt with a nano- s.)
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Dr. Nyunt Wai – late 1980s

Dr. Nyunt Wai- with wife Ruby and Grandson Otara, 2012
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A Living Saint
Dr. Hla Thin, IM2, 1970
He cares the sick and works miracles.
He shares his knowledge and empowers others.
He teaches love and not hatred.
He praises and does not chasten.
He lives in simplicity and avoids all greed.
He accepts suffering and finds peace.
Is he a living saint?
He shows humility but not arrogance.
He abides equality but not favouritism.
He helps others but not selfishness.
He likes gentleness but not callousness.
Isn't he a living supra-saint?

Recent pictures of myself, Tin Tin Aye & our
granddaughter Amelie. I also enclosed the picture of my
son Noel whom Saya Gyi UMMS had also met in
Myanmar & UK a few years back. Now Noel is married
(about 3 years ago) with his wife (Mei-Ling, working in
Paediatrics) and has a daughter (Amelie-8 months old).
He is living and working in London as a Clinical Research
Fellow in Colo-rectal Surgery.
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UMMS at Dr. Tin Win’s House in YGN in early 1970s. Photographs: Courtesy of Dr. Hla Thin,
far left in the 2nd photo.
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Gratitude
Aye Mu Myint IM1, 1986
You were our teacher
You are still, for me, the light, the leader
The words you used to say
More than thirty years ago
But it was just like yesterday
“Good doctors cure
The better does prevention
The best perform research
And knowledge dissemination”
You asked us to draw a house
And compare with our body
Need not to be like in the text book
But must be complementary
You encourage the use of commonsense
But not learning by heart without sense
“If” by Rudyard Kipling
It was on your wall, I remember
How we understood, you asked
“It would be difficult to practice”, my answer
Now I am a teacher
For my tiny group, I’m a leader
May be a bit wiser
But I’m still a follower
I follow your way
My gratitude grows everyday
Aye Mu Myint
(For Saya Gyi U Mg Mg Sein)
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aMumuf ? &kdao ? cspf
FEAR, RESPECT, LOVE
Dr. Thane Oke Kyaw Myint, IM1, 1967
It must be an uncommon title for a student to be writing about his teacher but as for Saya’s
80th. Birthday, I am sure that Saya would not mind receiving honest and candid messages from
his students.
In Burmese, it should be “Love, Fear, Respect” – “cspf?

aMumuf? &kdao ” but with Saya, for

me, it was “aMumuf? &kdao? cspf ”. I am just telling Saya how I felt on first meeting him, as a
student who had just passed his 2nd. MB exams.

Phase 1: The aMumuf phase
Ko Myo Myint (Ortho) and I started going to RGH, just after passing 2nd. MB, from April 1964,
first to the Emergency Department, then to the theatre to watch and learn from emergency
operations being carried out by the surgeons on duty throughout the nights. That was when I
first met Saya.
Being so green and not knowing anything about how to “behave” as a student in the theatre,
the first operation I watched was a gastric perforation being operated on. Being so short sighted, I got closer and closer to the theatre table, until I got asked by the surgeon in very
firm tone, “Who are you? and why are you here?”. Meekly, I replied, “Saya, I have just passed
2nd.MB and wanted to learn.” His answer, after a brief look at me, “Okay but awmifudkif-

fajrmufudkif rudkifeJY understand! ”. Of course then I understood. That was my first encounter
with Saya U Maung Maung Sein. Saya was in 1964, still in RGH as Sayagyi U Kyee Paw’s first
assistant, a surgeon and teacher par excellence but a very strict disciplinarian both in the
wards and in the theatre. And other frightening words Saya used often, when he was
displeased were “Do you think this was a hell of a big joke, hmm?”

That is why I titled my contribution about Saya: this was the first
phase of becoming Saya’s student- “The aMumuf Phase”
It was so unfortunate that I did not have the good fortune to be taught more than I had
because in 3rd. MB, I was posted to Wards 7 & 8 with Sayagyi U Khin Maung Latt, Saya E.G.
Soorma, Saya U Ko Win and other teachers. Then, Saya moved away first to East Rangoon
General Hospital, later to Institute of Medicine 2, during the period I was a student and later
an intern.
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About Saya’s fairness in assessing students, mainly based on whether a student be passed or
not on his or her performance, including taking into account, the exam fright as well as being
examined by Saya.
This second phase of respect was when I would listen to and learn from Saya at BMA Annual
Conferences, where often, Saya would ask questions about the papers being presented, in
very precise but constructive manner. At the same time, I overheard Saya talk to some,
afterwards and during breaks, to advise on how presentations could be made better.
Then, Saya together with Aunty Josie, Ma Ma Mya, Ma Ma Rose, pioneered medical education
as both a science and an art: they went to McMasters to learn more about Problem – Based
Learning, and spent considerable time in Australia to acquire a broader knowledge about
medical education. On their return to Burma, the Medical Education Units were established in
the Institutes of Medicine 1 and 2. We learnt a lot from various medical education workshops
and seminars from Saya and the senior faculty members. Following the professors visit to
Australia, staff were sent to do their master’s in medical education, Winsome (Ma Win May)
being the first a to do a Master of Health Professions Education (MHPEd) in Sydney and then
a doctorate in the University of Southern California.
Saya Maurice Hla Shwe ( U Tha Hla Shwe) was sent to the United States to do a Masters in
Medical Education soon after Winsome returned with a Masters from the UNSW. [ I would
like to mention here that even before the two Rangoon Medical Institutes set up their MEUs,
Sayagyi U Pe Thein had already started the very first MEU in our country in Mandalay].
Saya returned to us i.e. back to Institute of
Medicine 1 in 1987 – 1988 as Rector.

Saya as Professor of Surgery, IM 1
and IM2, Rangoon
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The photo below was one showing my teachers, the “Young Lions of Surgery”, during the First
Phase.

From Left to Right: Prof. U Maung Maung Lay, Dr. U Kyaw Linn, Prof. U Khin Maung Lay,
Prof. U Maung Maung Sein

PHASE 2: The

&kdao & uefawmh
wm

Phase

Please do not get me wrong, Saya: I do respect you a lot since the first encounter with you on
that night at the Lower Operation Theatre in RGH: I just mean the phase when my respect for
you kept on growing up till now. But what I want to write was how ‘fear” of you lessened and
the respect grew.
By 1968, when I became a junior staff member of Institute of Medicine 1, Rangoon, Saya was
already the Professor and Head of Surgery, Institute of Medicine 2. I got told by my classmates
who got jobs in either Anatomy or Surgery, about Saya as an examiner. There were many
stories about Saya together with Saya U Khin Maung Latt saving many students from Sayagyi U
Ba Than’s wrath in not giving the precise answers the Rector wanted, during the surgical
clinicals.
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Phase 3: The cspf Phase
Again, I was not fortunate enough to be a staff member under Saya for long. But respect was
now augmented by love especially during the turbulent times of 1988. Only briefly, I observed
and appreciated Saya’s support to his staff and students, his fairness in administering rules
and regulations towards students, and his fair advice and judgement over pass, fail or
moderation at the end of each subject examinations for final students.
At first during the turmoil, Saya U Ko Win and Saya U Ye Myint were manning the emergency
with other surgical colleagues. But on 19th September, when many young doctors and medical
students were wounded, the Rector joined the other surgeons to operate on his students and
former students. One of them had his brachial artery ruptured and Saya saved both his life
and limb, so well that the young doctor is now an interventional cardiologist in Texas, USA. I
was told that 19th September was the only time, people had seen Saya cry, on seeing the plight
of his students.
Together with many of his other students during those times, our love for Saya grew greatly
seeing his deep concern, care for his students, the love and compassion behind Saya’s mask of
firmness that he usually wore.
Dear Saya, Please forgive me for including this photo: this has always reminded us of
19th September 1988, many saved by all the surgeons and anaesthetists of Rangoon, including
you Saya, and also for us to never forget those whom we lost.
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This year in February, I was able to visit Saya myself and paid homage to Saya and Ma Ma. It
was so great to see he had recovered from his near - fatal illness. He literally “regaled” me
about his own illness and one moment of “near death experience”. Saya generously gave me
over an hour to talk to me and catch up on news of his many students abroad.
Again, I could see not only how brave he was during his illness but more so his loving and
affectionate way of talking as a teacher to his student.

R to L: Saya UMMS, Saya U Ko Win, Saya U Ye Myint: at a homage ceremony
after Saya’s illness.
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Saya and Ma Ma
on my visit in
February 2012.

Saya and Me:
See I am not
afraid of Saya
anymore! I only
have cspf? &kdao
for Saya now!
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Phase 3: Part 2
In 2005, the Class of 1993, IM1 started a “movement” – they pooled their funds and started
providing financial assistance as homage to the teachers of IM1, later became “Institute of
Medicine 1 Retired Teachers Fund” “IM1RTF”. I was so privileged to be asked to join these
young people. Later, we expanded it to also include teachers on IM2 and IMM: now another
name change as “Institutes of Medicine Retired Teachers Fund.” (IMRTF)
Why now about Saya and IMRTF? When I learned that Saya was not well the first time, I asked
the Ground Zero Team of IMRTF in Rangoon to go to Saya’s house. That day, I received an
email from Soe Win Oo: “Saya, we found Sayagyi’s house with much difficulty. But, when we
rang the bell, Sayagyi himself came out asked who we were and why we were there. We
explained that Saya Johnny had sent us hearing that he was not well. Saya replied that he did
not need any help and said that they should go to other retired teachers. “I sent them back
and the next time Saya opened the gate and let them in. Since then, a visit to Saya annually
was a great time for the IMRTF team. Soe Win Oo told me that now Saya would like them to
stay for some time, have tea or soft drinks and talked to them about his time and memories as
a surgeon, a teacher and a Rector, and about medical ethics.

This is the IMRTF Ground Zero Team, with Saya, Saya’s son and grandchild
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Dear Saya, with this little note, may I express my respect as well as my love for you as my
teacher. My wife and I send you our best wishes for your 80th Birthday, and look forward to
do another book like this for your 90th. Birthday. You are very special to all of us. Please see
photo below.
With respect

Johnny Kyaw-Myint
Class of 1967, IM1
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Diagnosis ??
Mi Kyaw Thaung, IM2, 1972
I have an anecdote.
In one of the surgical clinics, Saya UMMS was discussing a difficult case where diagnosis could
not be worked out.
One of my class-mates jotted down what Saya said and when we got back to have lunch, she
asked what was the name of the person Saya said who could tell the diagnosis.
When I asked what Saya said, she showed what she has written, "Godalone knows what the
diagnosis is".
One of those days with Saya UMMS.

Regards
Mi Kyaw Thaung
IM2, 1972
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Editor’s contribution: Long-awaited diagnosis for "Godalone knows what the diagnosis is". I
listened 30 times to take notes and make sure I got all the lyrics correctly.
"Goodness Gracious Me" is a comedy song recorded by Peter Sellers and Sophia Loren, and
was a top 5 UK single in 1960. It features Sellers acting the role of an Indian doctor, and Loren
of his wealthy Italian patient – who fall in love.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3A7B6qtUpU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1RmiXMbXHXY (after all that, the lyrics were right here!)
Sophia Loren: Oh Dr. I'm in trouble
Peter Sellers: Well, goodness gracious me
Sophia Loren: For every time a certain man is standing next to me, a flush comes to my face and my
pulse begins to race. It goes: Boom, , boom di boom , boom di boom , boom di boom , boom di boom,
boom di boom, boom di boom, boom, boom, boom,
boom di boom, boom di boom, boom di boom
Peter Sellers: Well goodness gracious me. How often does it happen? When did the trouble start? You
see my stethoscope is bobbing to the throbbing of your heart!
Sophia Loren: What kind of man is he? To create this allergy?
It goes Boom, boom di boom , boom di boom , boom di boom , boom di boom, boom di boom, boom
di boom, boom, boom, boom, boom di boom, boom di boom,boom di boom
Peter Sellers: Well goodness gracious me!
From New Delhi to Darjeeling I have done my share of healing and I have yet never been beaten or
outboxed.
I remember that with one jab of my needle in the Punjab, how I have cleared the beri beri and the
dreaded dysentery, but your complaint has got me really foxed!
Sophia Loren: Oohhh, Dr., touch my fingers?
Peter Sellers: Well goodness gracious me!
Sophia Loren: You may be very clever. But however, can't you see? My heart beats much too much,
at a certain tender touch.
It goes Boom, boom di boom , boom di boom , boom di boom , boom di boom, boom di boom, boom
di boom,boom, boom,
boom boom di boom,boom di boom, boom di boom.
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Sophia Loren: It goes Boom, , boom di boom , boom di boom , boom di boom , boom di boom,boom di
boom,boom di boom,boom, boom, boom
boom di boom,boom di boom,boom di boom
Peter Sellers: Well goodness gracious me!
Can I see your tongue? Nothing wrong with it. Put it away please!
Sophia Loren: Maybe it's my back? Should I lie down?
Peter Sellers: Yes
Sophia Loren: Aahh!
Peter Sellers: My initial diagnosis rules out
- measles and thrombosis, sleeping sickness and as far as I can tell, influenza, inflammation, whooping
cough and night starvation
- Be so glad to hear that both your eyeballs are so clear that I can positively swear that you are well
Sophia Loren: Put 2 and 2 together, if you have eyes to see, the face that makes my pulses race is right
in front of me.
Peter Sellers: Oh, there is nothing I can do. My heart is jumping too.
Both: We go Boom, , boom di boom , boom di boom , boom di boom , boom di boom, boom di boom,
boom di boom,boom, boom, boom
boom di boom, boom di boom, boom di boom
Sophia Loren: Goodness gracious!
Peter Sellers: How audacious!
Sophia Loren: Goodness gracious?
Peter Sellers: How flirtatious!
Sophia Loren: Goodness gracious!
Peter Sellers: It is me!
Sophia Loren: It is you?
Peter Sellers: Sorry, it is us!
Sophia Loren: Aaahh!
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Dr. Khin Maung Gyi
IM1, 1966
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The Gardener
(A tribute to all teachers)
Dr. Khin Maung Gyi, IM1, 1966
1. Let me introduce to our teacher
Who is also a guardian and preacher
Guiding and nurturing from a youthful age
To raise us up with a healthy image.
2. As soon as the morning bell tolls
He started his routine - heart and soul
Never does he skips a single day
Sickness and malady are kept at bay.
3. He may be tired, his voice may whimper
His zest and zeal, nothing gets dimmer
Never to be seen in fits or rage
Happy and contented on not so high a wage.
4. His 'loving kindness' is like a mountain
'Goodwill' from him flows like a fountain
He looks after us as one of his own
His empathy towards us is very well known.
5. Hearing the success of his 'daughters and sons'
He beams as though ' a war was won'
He is now overjoyed and highly thrilled
His life seems to be thus fulfilled.

KMG (class of 1966 IM1)
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What Makes a Great Teacher?
Dr. Christine Tan/ Khin Lay Myint, IM1, 1984

Life is full of continuous learning processes.
I am an IM 1 graduate therefore didn’t have the fortune to be taught and trained by SayaGyi
U Maung Maung Sein.
The closest encounter with SayaGyi would be seeing him from a distance as an external clinical
examiner during our Final exams.
Thanks to modern technologies [ electronic mails, websites & links to be specific], I learnt
about SayaGyi through the writings of others such as Saya Thane Oke KyawMyint and his
ex-students all around the globe.
Through this web-link http://www.thisismyanmar.com/umms.htm , one can see and sense
how much SayaGyi has inspired the lives of many students and how much he is loved and
respected by students and non students.
Also through the introduction by Ma2 JC [ Dr Jennifer Chu, class of 1971, IM2], I’ve become a
fan of SayaGyi’s blogspot , “http://profmaungmaungsein.blogspot.com/2011/10/new-postingnow.html” since last year not realizing initially that Saya Gyi would become one of many
oifq&m jrifq&m Mum;q&m in my life.
After reading Saya ’s blogs which include true stories, personal experiences, reflections and
his views on various topics especially Ethics, modern medicine and Dhamma, the following
question & answers come into my mind.
“ What makes a great teacher?”
Great teacher provides his or her students with more than an education.
Great teachers are masters of their subject matter.
Great teachers set high expectations for all students and make differences in life of
young people.
Great teachers form strong relationships with their students and show that they care
about them as people.
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If I were to choose the right answer for SayaGyi U Maung Maung Sein, I would need to add
another one in that multiple choices and my answer would be.....
all of the above.
Tribute to a great surgeon, a role model and above all,
a great teacher.
Christine Tan/ Khin Lay Myint
Class of 84, IM1
[Sydney, Australia]
"Most of us end up with no more than five or six people who remember us. Teachers have thousands of people who
remember them for the rest of their lives."
-Andy Rooney
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Saya Sein: A Solitaire Amongst the Stars
Dr. Hla Yee Yee, IM1, 1968
When the pdefwvkH; species of mango became popular in Myanmar in the late 1980s, some
of the younger doctors saw it as the “Saya Sein mango” because Saya U Maung Maung Sein
was ( and is) to many aspiring surgeons-to-be and surgeons , “The One and Only”. But his
vitality, forceful personality and aura reached out even to us, who were never his students.
I first heard the name “U Maung Maung Sein” spoken with utmost reverence and even in awe;
as if he was a supernatural being, a demigod. His students did not love him; they worshipped
him! He seemed a star in another galaxy; somebody into whose sphere I would never have the
opportunity to venture into, because he was teaching in the Institute of Medicine (2) and I was
in IM(1).
And then, one day in the early 1970s, when I was a young Demonstrator, I came into the
sphere of The Solitaire, at a medical education workshop. Ah Ba U Hla Myint, Ma Ma Mya ,
Ma Ma Josie & Saya Sein were introducing educational science to us, the younger generation.
Working closely with them, I saw first-hand what made these - our teachers - so great. It was
not only their knowledge, but the rapport they build, the mutual respect they showed each
other, and the respect they command from learners.
I learnt that the fear young doctors have of Saya Sein was not because he was fierce, but was
born from the realization of their deficiency, compared with his perfection. His reputation as a
surgeon of international standing, in-depth knowledge of medical education, professionalism
and high moral values was enough to make anyone feel small!
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Since I could perceive that Saya Sein would scold, but never belittle, I became very
comfortable working with him at various medical education workshops and as a subordinate
when he became Rector of the Institute of Medicine (1). Three incidents stand out in my
memory when I think of Saya.
Where does the bicarbonate come from?
I was taking a Basic Sciences lecture on acid-base balance for doctors appearing for the
FRCS Part I , and Saya Sein was sitting at the back. After the lecture, I invited questions. When
nobody asked any, Saya scolded them in his usual manner (jrwfpGmbk&m; ? aw rd&a'G;ae

awG;aejyefbD)

probably scaring them . Finally, somebody piped up, "Where does the
bicarbonate that was reabsorbed come from?". Before I could answer, Saya roared, "What a
silly question! Who cares where the bicarbonate comes from? Here she is, giving a carefully prepared lecture and you ask something silly like this! “

(2) Hla Yee Yee, oHcarmufapmif;cJh
After returning from UK with a PhD, I received an invitation from the British Embassy
inviting recently-returned scholars to the Queen's birthday dinner. Not knowing the politically
correct form of official letter, I wrote to Sayagyi informing him about the invitation

(taMumif
taMumif;Mum;tyfygonf) rather than ask permission (wif
wifjytoem;cHygonf). His
office called, summoning me to his presence. When I knocked on his door, he roared, "Hla Yee
Yee, oHcarmufapmif;cJh !" Oops!
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(3) aMumufovm; ?!
We were invigilating a Final Part II paper when Thi Thi Lwin gestured to me to come to the
second-last row. A student had written on her book that a particular student was cheating, so
she was standing next to that student who was supposed to be cheating. I told her to stay put,
and went to Sayagyi's office. The moment I reported the incident, Sayagyi immediately told
me the name and roll number. We hurried to the theatre, where Thi Thi came towards us
with panic written on her face. She reported that because she was standing next to her, the
girl panicked, and sheaves of paper & a book slid from the folds of her longyi, so she had to
take action. We had to remove the girl from the theatre....The next day her friends threatened
my niece who was in that class, "This is a human right. Daw Hla Yee Yee & U Maung Maung
Sein better be careful!". I told Sayagyi about this when I next met him. He assured me,
aMumufovm; ?! Of course I wasn’t, with my oHcarmuf as protection!
Despite his seemingly hard exterior (remember he’s a diamond?!), he respected intelligence &
wit. When I became Professor & Head at IM(1) and U Mya Oo was Rector, Ma Ma Flora (Prof.
Hla Hla Myaing) would urge at Academic Boards, “HYY, try and soften U Mya Oo…he’s getting
irritated with those three…Daw Mya Mya used to soften U Maung Maung Sein ”( There were
three Professors who would irritate Saya Mya, the same way they did Saya Sein ). I told her
“Saya Mya is not Saya Sein, and I am not Ma Ma Mya!”….. Then, at durbars, Saya would scowl
when mundane things like Heads of Departments not signing the bus tokens came up; but a
ghost of a smile would play at the corners of his lips whenever Prof. Khin Ma Gyi got up to
speak and the audience would start to clap. She was so witty; we all got to enjoy durbars, and
there was always a full attendance.
Saya served the country as a brilliant surgeon; as a respected Administrator in the role of
Rector and Director-General of Medical Education; as a pioneer in Medical Education from
whom we learnt so much! The solid grounding in education science, applied to medical
education that we received over the years gave us a tremendous advantage over many other
faculty on the international scene. Now, he is enjoying a well-deserved rest, simply being a
good Buddhist still charged with a passion for disseminating knowledge transcending the
boundaries of Bailey & Love.
A lifetime of service; what is there to show? No palatial mansions or fancy cars. No lucrative
businesses. No lavish living. Their generation had their values and could adhere to them.
[ O & G Prof. U Soe Myint once remarked, “Something is wrong if doctors are rich”]. What
they have earned is a deep respect & love from their students. Most importantly, they are
contented, and at peace.
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Jennifer (Chu ) suggested that I write a “funny” poem about Saya. I’m not sure it’s “funny ha
ha ”; I guess it is “funny peculiar” because I’m not using rosy words as people usually do, but
being very candid. And that’s what Saya wants us to be; because hypocrisy is his pet peeve.
He never sugar-coats his words;
They sometimes hurt & cut like swords,
But you can feel the garuna,
His genuine metta, mudita.
He set high standards for prodigy.
“ Education”, to him, is not degrees.
He teased one’s intellect with questions weird;
Things that others might call absurd.
“Why don’t ants die falling from a height
But a fallen man’s such a ghastly sight”?
Questions with answers not found in texts
That stimulate, frustrate, make one vexed…
He makes you think, reason, explore,
To seek knowledge , and then…thirst for more!
Saya Sein is an educator who knew the principles of adult learning, instinctively putting
the learner in the active role even in an era where rote learning was the norm. He was ahead
of his time; a true leader, a solitaire. May he live long to educate and stimulate the
generations to come!
Hla Yee Yee
IM(1) Class of 1968
Kuala Lumpur, 7th August 2012
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Dr. Hla Yee Yee
Folkestone, 1987

Dr. Hla Yee Yee
Kuala Lumpur
2011
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A Boring Interlude
Dr. Khin Nyo Thet, IM2, 1970
I was perpetually late, late for lectures especially the early morning ones, since I commuted
daily from our house on Convocation Road a straight shot along Prome Road to reach IM 2.
No one seemed to mind that I was always a little late until the day I was greeted by a
withering look and a voice full of sarcasm “Well! Look who is sauntering in”, I looked up and
there he was, the man himself.
Black glowing eyes a mane of dark hair, lips compressed to a thin line, pants creased to a sharp
edge, targeted in front of a theatre full of class mates, I felt my face flush, looked down, said
not a word and wished that I could disappear.
My 1st encounter with the professor.
From then on I made sure I no longer was his target, got into my seat and blended in with my
classmates before he came striding in. Point taken.
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As the clinical years went by I overcame my nervousness to enjoy his lectures, became relaxed
enough in his presence so that I did not stammer, fielding the questions he tossed in.
He kept us all alert with his energy, his staccato speech and his keen eye for picking out the
drowsy ones with a question.
One day my good friend Yi Yi Myint and I decided that we wanted to decorate our ears with
earrings and hence needed to be brave enough to ask the services of this great surgeon to
bore our ears, he cocked his head to one side as he is wont to, a glimmer of a smile that seem
to say “the nerve of these pesky girls” and said yes!
Our ears were bored in the OR, we had our ears lobes measured and inked so that the bored
hole would be central. We treated all OR personnel to cup cakes, basically we had an ear
boring ceremony in the OR by a great surgeon.
We danced around for the next couple of days with black silk thread dangling from our newly
bored ears.
To this day especially when I change my earrings I never fail to remember our Saya with great
respect and affection.
I wish we had taken some photos!
Khin Nyo Thet
Year of 1970

Editors’ Note:
Khin Nyo: Thanks for your great boring story
such that I became alive. My mind felt flying
back to the past and can see your class entry
scene into UMMS’ lecture hall. I felt the
palpable silence of the room, see all eyes on
you and felt the sweaty palms you must have
had.
Nothing like a good sympathetic discharge to
prepare one for UMMS’ morning lectures.
It wakes you up better than coffee, tea or

vufzuf
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I like to wish Saya Healthy and Happy.
Lay

Dr. Lay Khin
IM2, 1972

I am grateful to all doctors who looked after UMMS during his last crisis in health. Now he can
look forward to his 80th and more happy returns of the birthday.

Dr. Yi Yi Myaing
IM2, 1971

This is the wonderful day, and you're a wonderful person.
Enjoy all the love and affection that comes your way today.
Happy Birthday Saya!
I will be forever thankful for your teaching, life lessons and blessings.

Dr. Nwe Oo, IM2, 1984
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Dear Jennifer,
I am sending you the picture of UMMS and Daw Thein Myint during their visit to New York
years ago. They stayed in our apartment with my family at the Manhattan apartment, one
block away from the UN building. He enjoyed the UN tour and NY visit very much.

Sincerely,

Dr. Myo Maw, IM2, 1970
MBBS (RGN), FRCP (EDIN.), FACC
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My encounter with Saya U Maung Maung Sein was brief. It was in 1986-1987 when I was a
third M.B. and Final Part I M.B. student. We respect him for his personal integrity, courage,
wisdom, knowledge and far-sightedness. I'm proud to have been one of his students. I will
always remember him.

Thein Hlaing Oo, MD, FRCP, FACP
IM-2, 1991
Currently
Associate Professor of Medicine
The University of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center
Section of Thrombosis & Benign Hematology
Houston, Texas
USA
Dr. Thein Hlaing Oo is in front row, second from left

Dr. Thein Hlaing Oo, 2012
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Saya U Maung Maung Sein is an inspiring "teacher" in the broadest sense of the word. He set
high standards of clinical practice and professional behavior. His methods were tough but he
was also very supportive at times of need.
Saya is a role model for a generation of medical students, clinicians and surgeons from the
Institute of Medicine 2 over the last 50 years. We wish him a wonderful 80th birthday.

Eileen Oo (IM2, 1971).

Dr. U Myint Oo and Dr. Eileen Oo
in Sydney

Dr. Yi Yi Myaing, Dr. Eileen Oo and Dr U Myint Oo in
London 2011

Vanessa Oo’s
graduation, 2011
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CONTRIBUTIONS FROM DR. THANE TOE THANE
IM2, 1968
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Get together party at Dr. Thane Toe Thane’s (T3) house in Rangoon,
1970 or 1971

DSGH : Dr. Major Daw Thein Myint and O.R. Staff
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Dr. UMMS and Dr. Thane Toe Thane. Chicago, 1974

Dr. Thane Toe Thane, Dr. UMMS, Dr. & Mrs. Tin Aung, Dr. Marla.
Chicago, 1974
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In T3’s Chicago Apartment, 1974
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In T3’s Chicago Apartment, 1974

In YGN 2000
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Saya UMMS in Washington D.C , 1974

Saya UMMS and Dr. Tint Lwin in Washington D.C., 1974
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At Saya UMMS’s house. T3 visited Rangoon in March 1981. Saya
treated me to dinner at his house.
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Saya UMMS and Daw Thein Myint visited T3’s house
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania.
Dr. Jennifer Chu, Marlar Lwin and her friend. July 4, 1994

Backyard of T3’s house with Saya UMMS and guests.
July 4, 1994
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Dear Jen,
My memories of UMMS was very clear. He was the best Surgeon, back home.
Please give my regards to Saya U Maung Maung Sein.
He visited me in 1974. I was living in an apartment in Kuakini Hospital & Home, in Honolulu,
Hawaii, then.
It is a Japanese Hospital owned by Japanese in Honolulu.
Almost all of the doctors are Japanese. I did my internship there.

Bekin Dr. Than Tun, IM2, 1968
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Dr. Than Tun (recent pictures taken on June 18th 2012).
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Professor U Maung Maung Sein
Winsome (Dr. Ma Win May) IM1, 1968
I first heard about Sayagyi U Maung Maung Sein when I was a medical student - that he was a
brilliant surgeon and that he did not suffer fools gladly. I never worked with him as a medical
student and he later went to the Institute of Medicine (2) so I never met him as a house
surgeon either.
The next time I worked with him was after he came back from Australia where he went to the
WHO Regional Teacher Training Center at the University of New South Wales. We collaborated
in the conduct of a number of medical education workshops. Truth to say, I was a little scared
of him, but found him to be a very direct, and thoughtful person and really enjoyed working
with him.
After I returned from the US with a PhD in medical education, I was posted to the Department
of Medical Education, and Sayagyi was the Rector of the Institute of Medicine (2), so I staffed
the monthly meetings of the Director-General and the Rectors. I was always impressed by his
integrity and the fact that he would always stay true to his principles.
When he became the Director-General of Medical Education, he was able to implement some
of the changes in medical education that he believed were necessary to move medical
education forward.
I was promoted to Rector, Institute of Nursing -Sayagyi was not too happy about it but
understood that for nursing to move forward, changes needed to be implemented. Sayagyi
was always there to guide and advise me, as it was a lot of uphill work to move from a nursing
school to an Institute of Nursing. He guided me on how to run the Academic Senate and the
Council of the Institute of Nursing. He also imparted the importance of doing everything "by
the book" - to always be sure to dot my "i's" and cross my " t's ". This helped me greatly when
my faculty members encountered an incident of cheating during an examination and reported
it to me. I followed the rules and regulations as pounded into my head by Saya Sein and called
an emergency meeting of both Senate and Council to make the decision. It was so fortunate
for me that I did that as when some students appealed to the Minister of Health regarding the
decision and I was questioned about it, I had the documentation to show that I had acted
according to the rules and regulations. I followed his maxim of " justice tempered with mercy"
and found funds for that student as she lost her stipend during the months that she did not
receive it.
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Sayagyi taught me how to say my rosary without actually using one. He told me that would be
useful when traveling, and to this day I use it. You just use your two hands to count to 108 - for
the number of beads on the rosary - a very elegant way of doing it.
He was and is a very staunch Buddhist and at one time, when I had some very difficult faculty,
and I asked for his advice, he said: "Winsome, do you want to meet with these people in your
next existence? Who knows what you did in your previous existence, that you are
encountering them in this existence?" That stopped me short and I just sent them metta as he
advised.
Even after he retired, I remained close to him and would visit to keep him abreast with what
was happening in medical education. He mellowed greatly with age and discussed religion
most of the time on those visits.
He was very pleased when I left to join the World Health Organization in Geneva - he told me
that it was important to show others what the Burmese are capable of doing, and also to
never go against my principles.
Sayagyi is a man of great
integrity and a wonderful
human being. I am very
fortunate to have worked
with, and learned from
him.
Happy Birthday, dear
Sayagyi and may you live
for many, many more
years and guide all your
students!

Sincerely,
Winsome (Ma Win May)
IM1, 1968
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Acts 1-5
Dr. Sun Myint IM2, 1972
Act -1 (1969-1977)
Sayar Gyi inspired us:-

“Not to follow the line of least resistance”
“Not to sit because the chair is there,
Keep walking till you get to where you want”

Act -2 (1987)

Sayar Gyi reminded me of the “Serenity Pray”
Sayar Gyi invited me to give a talk at IM-1 lecture theatre. After my presentation, Professor
U Myo Tint persuaded me to come back to take his place as the Professor and Head of
Oncology Dept in Yangon as he was retiring shortly.

“God, grant me the serenity to accept things, I cannot change.
Give me the courage to change the things that I can;
but Lord grant me the wisdom to know the difference”
I did not go back to accept the offer and missed the 1988 chaos.
“He was there when I needed him”….
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Act 3
Memoirs from Liverpool (May - June 1994)
Arthur Sun Myint , IM2 1972
It was early January 1994. I had received a message from the late Sir Robert Shields
asking to see me urgently before I left for my trip to Yangon. I promptly made an appointment
to see him as I knew that there must be something important he wanted to tell me. On
arrival, his secretary ushered me into his office. He was sitting solemnly in his chair and then
stood up to greet me , saying “It’s not like Maung not to reply. I’ve sent him an urgent request
to contact me but he hasn’t responded”. When Sir Bob realised I was perplexed, he explained
that he had written to Saya U Maung Maung Sein a while ago, requesting the names of all of
the Professors in Surgery in Myanmar who had trained under him. He then paused and said, “I
wanted to acknowledge his contributions to Surgery”. I could guess what had happened and
replied, “Sir, the post in Burma is not reliable and he may not have received your letter”.
“Sunny”, he replied, “Could you do me a favour and take this letter for me?” Without
hesitation I said, “Yes, of course”.
The day after I arrived in Yangon I met Saya U Maung Maung Sein at his home in Kan
Yeik Tha near the Kaba Aye (World Peace) Pagoda. He greeted me with an enthusiastic,
“Welcome back!” and I explained that I had a letter from Sir Bob Shields. Sayagyi was
pleasantly surprised to hear this.
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When he saw the letter, tears welled up in his eyes. I had not seen him so upset
before. “Bastards! It’s almost three months, and I haven’t received this. What will Prof Shields
think of me?!” I told him that I had already tried to explain this to Sir Bob who was, I reassured
him, now fully in the picture. In those days, it was probable that letters from abroad were
screened regularly by military intelligence units who had not passed this letter on to Sayagyi ,
unaware of the importance of its contents.
The response was prompt and Sayagyi duly received a letter of invitation from the
Edinburgh Royal College of Surgeons to attend a ceremony for an award. This was a unique
award at that time, given only to distinguished persons in recognition of their significant
contributions to the education, training and research in surgery. Saygyi was not the first
recipient of this award but the first gold medal was given to another elderly surgeon who was
dying at that time and I suppose the delay in reply had its consequences.
I went back to Sir Robert Shields and persuaded him to invite Sayagyi as a Visiting
Professor at the University of Liverpool during his stay in the UK. Sir Bob obliged and another
invitation was promptly sent. Sayagyi was all set to come to the UK but Saya U Tint Lwin
(a radiologist), who was working in the US at that time had a better idea and persuaded him
to travel around the world. Sayagyi and Ma Ma could not refuse an offer of a round -the world air tickets and invitations from his students from around the globe. I would like to share
our experience and the events that took place during their visit to Liverpool.
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L to R:
Dr. Kyaw Swa,
Saya UMMS,
Dr. Sun Myint
Liverpool 1994

At Fellows dinner RCSEd after the lecture by Sayagyi...L to R ...Dr Toe Lwin , Dr Sun Myint, Saya
UMMS , the late Sir Robert Shields , Dr Htoo Han (now, Prof & Head of Paediatric Surgery, YCH).
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Prof U Maung Maung Sein & Ma Ma Itinerary and diary of events
during his visit to the UK for the Edinburgh RCS Gold Medal (1994)
14th May (Saturday) Left Yangon
15th May (Sunday) Arrived in London
19th May (Thursday) Arrived in Edinburgh to attend Edinburgh RCS and RSM
Joint meeting. Stayed with Dr Kyaw Swa and family (8 days).
27th May (Friday) Arrived in Liverpool by Inter-city Train from Edinburgh
Stayed with Dr Sun Myint and family (14 days)
30th May (Monday) - 8th June (Wednesday) Held the post of visiting Professor, The
University of Liverpool
1st June (Wednesday) Surgery Departmental Lecture
2nd June (Thursday) Liverpool Medical Institution Lecture and dinner
9th June (Thursday) Journey to Edinburgh with Dr Sun Myint
10th June (Friday)

Ceremony for the presentation of the RCS Edinburgh Medal

11th June (Saturday) Dinner at the RCP Edinburgh attended by Prof Mya Oo
12th June (Sunday)

Returned to Liverpool with Dr Sun Myint

17th June (Friday)

Flew out to the USA

Arthur Sun Myint
Liverpool Oct 2012
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From the Saya UMMS Collections of Dr. Arthur Sun Myint, UK
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Act 4 (2011)
I am pleased to say I (we) were there when he needed us.

Act 5 (2013)
The Golden Jubilee. Till we meet Sayagyi again………….
Arthur Sun Myint
Liverpool,
Dec 2012

Thurane (Dr. Sun
Myint’s son),
UMMS and Dr. Sun
Myint.

Thurane “Reach for the Sky” and Saya UMMS
Dr. Sun Myint
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Photo from:www.im2.co.uk/
IM2 1968 batch
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Photo
from:www.im2.co.uk/
IM2 1970 batch
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Photo
from:www.im2.co.uk/
IM2 1971 batch
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Photo
from:www.im2.co.uk/
IM2 1972 batch
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Photo from:www.im2.co.uk/
IM2 Final Part 1 students in 1983
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ALL TRIBUTES IN THIS SECTION WERE WRITTEN FOR
UMMS DURING HIS CRITICAL ILLNESS IN 2011

Perception of genuine respect …
Dr Than Htut Aung
Thursday, July 7, 2011
http://maesaigracechurch.blogspot.co.uk/2011/07/perception-of-genuine-respect.html
Sayamagyi Daw Myint Myint Khin phoned me two weeks ago about Saya U Maung Maung Sein
who is getting seriously ill; that he has been admitted to the hospital, and that he needs some
assistance. How honorable act of Sayamagyi! As a Chairperson of Healthcare Association for
the Aged Medical Doctors, Sayamagyi is still making energetic efforts into the consideration of
the healthcare services to her junior doctors although she is 87 years of age. (High costs for
healthcare services are hitting hard even successful veteran doctors in Myanmar).
As all students affectionately call her ‘Mommy Gyi’, she thought I’m her student when I
introduced seven years ago. While I was serving my internship as a house surgeon at the
Mandalay General Hospital after I graduated from Institute of Medicine (1), Sayamagyi had
already retired three to four years ago. Nevertheless, her reputation of being a good doctor is
still echoing round the Mandalay General Hospital. Her excellent medical skills, professional
conduct, indiscrimination on the grounds of the poor and the rich and absence of inequity in
relations with her students were spreading for a long time among doctors, nurses and hospital
staff although she had retired as a senior doctor.
When I get more in touch with Sayamagyi, I noticed that she has a self-confidence manner
without pretensions. She seems to have no doubt on her good deeds and behaviors in her
profession. People who came across with her could benefit from her confidence.
Sayamagyi said, “Ko Maung Maung Sein might not be your teacher. However, he is very
sincere.” I replied, “I know Sayagyi well. When you visit him, I will accompany you to cheer him
up.”
All the medical students admired with high impression on Professor/Head for Surgical
Department of Institute of Medicine (2). Due to the comments of our senior medical students,
we had acutely feared him since 3rd MB. There is only a fifty-fifty chance to pass final part (II)
exam if a student was examined by him. Few students hardly passed his oral exam. Sayagyi U
Maung Maung Sein is very outstanding. Although he was very kind to the patients, he is firm
on principal with all the people. He did not favor any student at the exams.
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As a medical student, I appreciated ‘Lady’s Hands, Lion’s Heart’; A Midwife’s Saga, the book
written by Carol Leonard. At that time, I wanted to become a surgeon and Sayagyi U Maung
Maung Sein was my ideal person. Coincidentally, I met with Sayagyi at a short case exam. This
was my first encounter in person with Sayagyi. My knees were so trembling with fear in front
of him that the table in front of me was shaking.
Fortunately, I could answer all his questions well. He did not smile or berate me during the
oral test. At the end of his questions, he said, “You could answer all of my questions well. Why
are you so trembling with excitement? If I allow passing medical students who do not
understand their subjects well, then it would cause troubles to the patients.” He left the table
after saying these words.
I met with Saya Sein for the second time as his patient to have a minor operation while I was
doing business four years after I had graduated. He did not recognize me, and I did not tell him
that I’m a doctor. But I told the nurses that I’m a doctor just before the operation. Wearing the
surgical gloves, Saya Sein entered the operating theatre to inject an epidural. He said, “Why
didn’t you tell me that you are a doctor? I’ll not take any charge for this operation.” I felt
exultation at that time. Sayagyi is still practicing the medical ethics of practitioners up to the
operating table according to the Hippocratic Oath that we have to swear during the
convocation of medical students! Since then I did not meet again with Sayagyi for over 15 to
20 years. Whenever I talked about medical practitioners, I always affirmed there are some
senior doctors who can observe medical ethics up to the operating tables. During the incident
of Khaine Shun Lae Ye, which was a regrettable event in the medical history of Myanmar, I had
to tell my reporter and editors that a doctor must have skills and good volition similar to
Sayagyi to become an admirable genuine medical professional, referring to him.
When I met with Saya Sein for the third time, he could not speak well due to his illness. After I
recited his words during our two previous conversations with him and recounted my
admiration for him, he became fresh and cheerful. I assured that his endeavors during his
lifetime will not be futile. Actual respect can neither be created out of friendship, gratitude,
powers and wealth, nor be destroyed it. It will never fade away due to someone’s misdeeds.
Genuine respect can be neither created nor destroyed by powers. It radiates from heart and
soul.
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MEMORIES
As I am sitting down and wading through the fog of more than forty-four years of life since I
first met my role model and mentor, I am amazed at my ability to recall events as vividly as I
am doing at present.
The time total that I spent knowing him was perhaps not more than three years of
intermittent and yet intense contact; first as a student and later as a house surgeon rotating
on general surgery at the Defense Services General Hospital.
My ambition to become a surgeon began when I was very young most likely because of my
parents' friendship with another renowned surgeon in Rangoon who was also my father's
classmate from the Medical College of the University of Rangoon. U Kyee Paw and my Papa
joined the medical profession and armed services on the same day but their ways parted
during the war (WWII) until afterwards when they saw each other again quite frequently
during my childhood.
The fires kindled then continued to burn and were ablaze by the time I met Dr. Mg Mg Sein,
who became the master stoker of the engine-boiler which was already under full steam.
The day I met him was towards the end of my Final Part I year. This man of a rather short
stature whose body proportions, I noticed, were not esthetic: His head and face were
disproportionately longer and larger than most others in comparison to his body frame which
he held erect and with purpose. He had a clear voice with good enunciation, quite
commanding and authoritative I felt. Anyway I don't remember any nonsense issuing from
those lips and the knowledge powered by his enormous brain capacity and storage
capabilities. Short hair parted and slicked down, rolled up shirt sleeves, slacks and
strap-leather sandals completed the picture.
One thing that I won't forget is what he used as a dictum: "You should be able to draw it if you
know what you are saying" but what he really meant was "A man can BS all he wants but give
him a pencil and paper to prove his point." This was vividly illustrated when on rounds one
time we got into a discussion of the Brachial Plexus; thankfully I could satisfy him
diagramatically since it was my special interest in Anatomy and kidding aside, I can do so even
to this day.
He is a fellow of two Royal Colleges of Surgeons, we all knew, but the greatest asset he
possesses is his keenness in imparting the knowledge he has to the students of the day. He
was in many ways a disciplinarian but then most surgeons are, but his ways helped me
tremendously in my learning process. I was fortunate that he had just returned from McGill
University in Montreal , PQ , Canada and brought back with him teaching methods from there.
Whereas almost all teaching was didactic in Burma at that time, he introduced to us a back
and forth dialectic learning which prepared me for my future.
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Though I didn't know it at that time I was experiencing a glimpse of my life-to-be in North
America , which fate unbeknownst (to me) then, will place me. His journal clubs were a
novelty and a hoot and actually whetted my appetite for journal reading which became my life
long habit.
My first stomach perforation repair was as a house surgeon under his supervision and that
also furthered my interest in operative surgery. Curiously I did not see a single similar case
anymore in America . I regret that I did not have much post-graduate training or practical
experience, but the foundation I received was more than adequate.
Saya, since coming to America I have had the pleasure of seeing you twice in 1974 and 1994;
those were times well spent and as of this moment my wishes and prayers are for your
recovery from this illness. Saya, been there done that*…..so take it from one veteran to
another!
Get well soon!

Win Htin aka Winston Chu, USA
IM2, 1968
Comments from Jennifer Chu, M.D.
The author was a student in the first batch of MC2 later IM2 graduates in 1968 with
distinctions in Surgery amongst others. *The author experienced a near-death experience in
2008-2009.
Editor: Those who serve to save others' lives with compassion, empathy and professionalism
often get saved when their time comes for serious life events I had a belief that the impossible
can come true and the miracles do happen, thanks to everything, their luck, their deeds,
modern medicine, superb doctors, and the blessings and prayers of everyone who cares. Just
do not scare us like this anymore, please! Please repeat after us: Do not repeat this "been
there , done that *...." Jen
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I had only the privilege of being his student briefly when he was U Kyee Paw's assistant. But, I
admire him a lot for many reasons. One of them was what he did on 19 September 1988.
When informed that many young doctors and medical students had been shot, he came into
the emergency in RGH where I was. He had such a strong character and a very tough exterior.
Yet he broke down on seeing the number of students wounded and dying. Saya called for
gloves and gown immediately joined U Ko Win and U Ye Myint to save the lives of many young
doctors and students.
With fond regards
Thane Oak Kyaw Myint
IM1, 1967
____
I wish the earliest recovery of our saya, our most beloved mentor and teacher who always
inspired his students to achieve their best.
Truly,
Maung Maung
IM2, 1971.
____
Yes Saya is loved respected and feared :)
Khin Nyo Thet
IM2,1970
____
It must be a real blessing to have this larger than life person as a teacher and mentor.
May Saya get well soon so that he will be able to read all Tributes,
flowing from the hearts of his beloved students. Warm regards
Christine KLM
Sydney
IM1, 1984
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Saya UMMS:
Little did I realize when I heard my name on the BBS in 1964, as one of the pre-selected
students to study at IM2, that I was fated to enjoy the most wonderful years of my life. The
days at IM2 has had a forever impact on me. Not only did I learn new things but met new
friends and new teachers who became fixtures in my life forever. The best part of going to
IM2 for me was the clinical years.
Guess what made the clinical years at IM2 so precious, special, memorable and joyous? There
is this one great teacher, whose impeccable , formidable and awesome reputation arrived
before him. He is to be feared, he is to be respected, he is brilliant, he is powerful, he is the
best, he is inquisitive, he asks a lot of questions, he takes no nonsense, he is this and he is that,
the list goes on and on.
However, when I first experienced this great physician and surgeon’s enthralling and most
entertaining lecture, it was a revelation. Yes, one does need this type of combination of talent,
skills and reputation to be who he is. For me, I saw and felt vibrant sunshine and yet also saw
and felt the calming effect of the moon and the stars simultaneously. How beautiful and
colorful. How does he do it? I aspired to be so much like him. Like this great man, I wanted to
be able to enter a room filled with young hopefuls with a commanding presence and with
passion and leadership, transform them to not only to dream but to reach beyond their
dreams and pursue what they want to do in the best way they can, ethically, morally and with
great showmanship. I wanted to be THE earnest, empathetic physician educator who can be
an exemplary leader. Big shoes to fill, but I can at least try?
Guess who this great leader is, Saya UMMS? It is always the singer, not the song, as you say.
You are the best. When asked, you have been known to say ”Time will tell”. Yes, nothing like
the test of time to get to the truth, even forty years later. Memories are made of this Saya
and thanks for all the memories. Most importantly thanks for being YOU!

Jen
IM2, 1971
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"Acariya Gu naw Anantaw Aham Vandami"
To a much-deserved person, Saya U Maung Maung Sein
We now have the opportunity to give acknowledgement and appreciation.
After having established as a highly-skilled surgeon, Saya had also chosen to teach, progressing
to Head, Professor, Rector and Director General, with good admin and communication skills.
Saya didn’t just teach Surgery that we should learn, he taught the Lessons of Life, inspiring and
becoming role models to many of us.
"Our Gratitude to you Saya for your Cetana and for being a Great Teacher,
Worthy of our Ananta Respect as one of the Five Great Benefactors"

Maung Maung Lwin
2010 London
IM2, 1971
___
"He has shown us the way. Many patients have benefitted through his beloved students

around the world who are doing good work from the inspirations that he has given. The
eternal flame of his good deeds will live on forever."
I would like to thank the team of doctors and nurses who are looking after him on behalf of all
his relatives, students, friends and colleagues." (July 2011)

Arthur Sun Myint
2011 Yangon
IM2, 1972
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CELEBRATE LIFE, THE KING AND ME
Jennifer Chu, M.D. IM2 , 1971
News travel fast, and in these times even faster still. Yet by the time most of us knew that
Saya U Maung Mg Sein was critically ill, it was serious. The horrific email news arrived to me
on June 16th 2011. I was just preparing to go to bed and my ritual is to check my email and
catch up with news in the other time zones. Saya UMMS has been silent for a while and now
to get news that the chances are very high that he will be silenced forever? My first reaction
of course was that of shock and horror. Systemic histoplasmosis? Goodness, that’s unreal.
And he's not responding to his medications? Compound that with not eating at all and so
many other medical complications. It seemed his fate was sealed.
By that time we were getting this news, Saya Johnnie TOKM had already mobilized forces,
rounding up funds from among UMMS’ students and friends so that the appropriate
medications can be timely delivered in person to the one and only UMMS, the great teacher
and mentor to many, who now was on the brink of life about to be snuffed out. Eventually,
we came to know that Dr. Zaw Aung and his brother Dr. Win Zaw Aung and group were
critical in obtaining the all important IV medications in time. One of the things I could at least
do was to assist in fund raising so that this great person whom I have always considered as the
almighty King of Teachers, King of Showmanship, King of Wisdom, King of Witty Remarks and
King of Frank Opinions can be saved in some way, at least in conditions where money was the
answer. We were all so far away, helpless and unable to physically assist.
We were assured that a great group of physicians and surgeons were taking care of the clinical
needs of this all important person on a daily basis. All I can do was to keep on repeating
"Please do not let him die and please let him come out of this safely without any residual
deficits, disabilities or impairments". I tried to contact everyone within my batch of 1971 IM2
graduates, as well as 1970 and 1972 graduates. Many of them I have not seen or talked to for
40 years! The response for donations and emotional support was fantastic and we were all
glued together with a bond to pull back UMMS from wherever he was heading toward that
would not be too conducive for him. He cannot leave this earth. Oh no, not yet. Not like this.
Not out of the blues. Not because of some esoteric disease, even in the homeland. Yes, TB
we can understand but this systemic fungal disease that will snuff the life out of the King ad
infinitum and the light of brilliant knowledge? Clearly unacceptable!!

The emails came fluttering in and out faster than I can read of news passed on by his
following. Dr. Maung Maung Lwin put up a UMMS support page immediately :
http://www.thisismyanmar.com/umms.htm#us . We listed all the donors and day by day
news whenever we could receive some. We were all anxious and hungry for the news of
UMMS health status, day by day news was not good enough since we actually wanted hour by
hour report! Anybody visiting Rangoon from overseas had to give all of us a detailed report
and if they were slow in imparting UMMS news, they underwent an inquisition (hint, hint :
Dr. Arthur Sun Myint). Anyone from the Institutes of Medicine Retired Teachers Fund (IMRTF)
who could give us UMMS reports and photographs were thanked and appreciated. Dr. Soe
Win Oo was very helpful and timely in his reports via email and also personally delivered our
living tribute write-ups to UMMS. We were happy to see photographs at the time when
UMMS was well enough to sit up to read our tributes. We made these tributes because we
want to infuse positivity and rev up his immune system. He needs to fight back his disease
and come back a winner. Everything must have clicked well since we were later informed that
he was recovering enough to be able to feed himself and walk from bed to chair. The crisis
had passed by the end of July 2011.
Then I had to go on business trip to SE Asia. The need and urge to go see UMMS was
unstoppable. This great person had so much influence on me while I was at IM2 and literally
shaped me by his ethics, his wide scope of knowledge, his wits and his funny quips, not to
mention his leadership skills and ability to charm an audience. So I was in Rangoon in August.
When I walked into his room, he was asleep. As soon as I greeted his son, UMMS woke up and
recognized my voice and he has not even seen me yet. That is remarkable. What a good
memory considering that the last time I saw him was 10 years ago. The recovery is truly good
or that I am truly unforgettable or that he is this person who has this huge frontal lobe and
hippocampus. (Let alone that my voice may have an unusual pitch, twang, or a memorable
way of speaking in a singsong way)? Anyway, I had to see UMMS recovery stage with my
own eyes. After all, years have been added to his life by good medicine and medicines, great
physicians like Dr. U Nyunt Thein and a very supportive system. Is not my role as a
Rehabilitation Physician to add life to his years? I immediately noted many physical conditions
some I know will be transient and some will be permanent. Saya UMMS in the recovery phase
was easier for me than if I should have visited him earlier and see him real sick. Now, I can at
least prognosticate.
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What went through my mind was a saying that UMMS actually blogged later: "Cure
sometimes, relief often and hope forever ". The saying reminds me too much of the acute,
sub-acute and chronic conditions that one is faced with daily. In medicine, time and
knowledge and opportunities are the critical factors between life and death. The irony is that
death is easy. According to Steve Jobs, death is actually the best invention making room for
the new. It is the act and process of dying that is the difficult one, dying must be just like
going to sleep, unfortunately never to wake up. Living well and to be able to celebrate life is
hard and living with a disability must surely be the most difficult. So seeing Saya UMMS in the
recovery phase was easier for me than if I should have visited him earlier and see him real sick.
Now, I can at least prognosticate.

So in the two days that I was in Rangoon, I visited UMMS twice giving him the donations from
my batch of 1971. As soon as I saw him, I knew he was in pain in his left arm and I went to
work on him and treated him with my new work in eToims for neuromuscular pain using the
utmost passion and compassion not to cause him any discomfort. I know that there needs to
be a lifetime of work not only on the left arm, but of his total body and my two days in
Rangoon was not going to be enough. So when I shifted back to the non Physician mode, my
first words to him were very provocative. I know what the mission of my visit was all about. I
would like to establish a lectureship in his name to keep the light of his knowledge eternally
shining but he wanted to hear nothing of it. We argued of course, what else? And then I
understood that he is the brand, “the real thing”. In the end, I let him win as always, of
course. Is he not the almighty of IM2, the King? Well the real reason I let him win was
because I had already accomplished my mission which is to let him know that there are people
who care enough that they are willing to do things that will honor him for time immemorial.
He had already thought of how he wanted to leave a legacy. And that is to write. He has
written a book he says, 5 volumes. Fantastic. One must write to be remembered.
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One of his first questions to me was whether I had experienced near death. I know he was
going to speak to me about his near death experience. If I were a good student, I would let
him speak first but I did not come to visit him to listen about death. After all, I just stepped
out of the plane and I had made a beeline to NYGH to see him. Yes I said, not only have I
experienced near death when I was 14, I lost my sister at the same time because we were the
first cases of Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever in Burma and I was the first case diagnosed and
survived even with fever over 105 and unresponsive. U E (pronounced as U Aye, the medical
specialist since I was in the adult ward at RGH at age 14 and stayed there for over a month)
and Dr. Harry Saing wrote an article in the BMA at that time about Dengue Fever using me as a
case report. With a twist of fate U E and I met again later when he became rector of IM2.
Whether anything I said mattered to UMMS was not the primary issue. I just wanted him to
know that life changing events do change life. Prior to age 14, I had no intention of desiring to
be a Physician, too much studying involved. Besides I saw a dissected fish drawn and labeled
by my medical student brother Winston and the name of a simple 4 letter word like fish
stretched 2 feet long in Latin. Oh no. That was not for me if I cannot even spell fish. I wanted
to be in a more creative field. But after that life changing event, I went into medicine so that I
can do good for the world. In other words, a life given and spared should always have a
reason. To find that reason rest on one’s shoulders as to why one was lucky to receive these
benefits and must celebrate life by giving back. Anyway, after I got my piece in, I dutifully
listened to his story about his late mother coming to retrieve her 4 sons including UMMS from
this earth. He then said other Physicians have told him that it must be an illusion. Yes I said,
cerebral hypoxia. Did I not have that experience too? Deja vue?
My next step is to make sure that he should not bow down, curl up and die. Being supine and
just having to look at the ceiling for months on end has to be boring to say the least. We need
him on this earth to do much more good than if he went to the here yonder. So if anything,
even though he was still in the nascent recovery phase, I was going to rile him to infuse
strength and vitality back and give him the fighting spirit. Did I not travel from the other part
of the world to cheer him up or at least let him know that life is wonderful? Or I could be just
pleasant and nod my head at everything he had to say since he was the patient and patients
should not be upset, at least not by a transient visitor whom he has not seen for 10 years. So,
agreement of the day was not in order. I have already done that many times in his surgical
clinics as a naïve student. Since I was devoid of any surgical knowledge and with no innate
surgical talent, I just agreed since a disagreement with the great UMMS would be akin to
stupidity and ignorance exposed!
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So, I basically told him that he is not allowed to die. That certainly woke UMMS up for sure.
While he was shifting positions in bed, I was trying to look at the palm of his right hand and he
guessed what I was up to must be in trying to read his palmistry and the story of his life. He
caught my gaze and shut me off saying " I'm not going to die". He knew my intentions. And
that is how I knew the disease has spared his intellect. And I tried to keep a straight face.
Words need not be spoken in moments like this. Well done, Saya UMMS.
Yes, the attractiveness that we all have to this great man is his superior intellect. He is now up
and about and quite active in his blogging. I am delighted at the richness of content,
expressiveness, the scope, breadth and depth of his topics and knowledge of the language. I
enjoy reading all his blogging. And I truly believe that the way forward for every one is to be
interested in life and make changes in whatever way one can and leave an indelible or
permanent mark if one can, in what ever area of interest that one has. See, Saya UMMS, I am
beginning to be thinking like you? Press on, regardless.
Make love. Not war. Celebrate life.
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I SING
Jennifer Chu, M.D. IM2, 1971
Note: I Sing is not an Apple product line as in iTunes, iPad, iPhone, iTV etc. JCMD your editor,
however is an Apple from Burma, fortified in USA.
ALL I REALLY NEED TO KNOW I LEARNED IN KINDERGARTEN by Robert Fulghum.
•

Share everything.

•

Play fair.

•

Don't hit people.

•

Put things back where you found them.

•

Clean up your own mess.

•

Don't take things that aren't yours.

•

Say you're sorry when you hurt somebody.

•

Wash your hands before you eat.

•

Flush.

•

Warm cookies and cold milk are good for you.

•

Live a balanced life - learn some and think some and draw and paint and sing and dance
and play and work every day some.

•

Take a nap every afternoon.

•

When you go out in the world, watch out for traffic, hold hands and stick together.

•

Be aware of wonder. Remember the little seed in the Styrofoam cup: the roots go down
and the plant goes up and nobody really knows how or why, but we are all like that.

•

Goldfish and hamsters and white mice and even the little seed in the Styrofoam cup - they
all die. So do we.

•

And then remember the Dick-and-Jane books and the first word you learned - the biggest
word of all - LOOK.
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•

“Everything you need to know is in there somewhere. The Golden Rule and love and basic
sanitation. Ecology and politics and equality and sane living.

•

Take any one of those items and extrapolate it into sophisticated adult terms and apply it
to your family life or your work or government or your world and it holds true and clear
and firm.

•

Think what a better world it would be if we all - the whole world - had cookies and milk at
about 3 o'clock in the afternoon and then lay down with our blankies for a nap.

•

Or if all governments had as a basic policy to always put things back where they found
them and to clean up their own mess.

•

And it is still true, no matter how old you are, when you go out in the world, it is best to
hold hands and stick together”.

One thing that stuck with me from kindergarten was the fostering of singing that brought out
the natural desire to sing. At the Methodist English High School where I attended from
kindergarten to the 10th standard, we sang with gusto. We sang daily and went to church
every Tuesday, regardless of beliefs and religions. We sang hymms, psalms, carols, the school
song to songs from all nations including the National Anthem. I passionately sang so much I
can still remember the songs together with the page numbers of the songbook, really.
After graduation from high school, while living at IM 2’s Thida Saung, I participated in more
singing but now in Burmese. Singing was a favorite pastime for most of us for seven years.
Everyone seemed to enjoy singing whether in groups or solo, we will sing all popular and
classic songs on a daily basis usually spontaneously. The voice does not matter. Just sing!
In my next phase of life in the United States, spontaneous individual or group singing was
virtually absent except for organized singing as in churches and going to church was not on my
horizon. Life became suddenly and eerily silent. It was surreal because there was always a
cachophony of activity, ambulance sirens, beepers and news of violence galore. The
environment was foreign and turbulent but the people all seemed to be suffering from the
“locked in” syndrome. Singing for the sheer joy of it was not anywhere. If you sung out aloud
spontaneously in public in an unstructured manner, you will be stared at, or you can get
reported and the police can issue a ticket for disturbing the peace! I missed the camaraderie
and the singing at Thida Saung and the night-time, spontaneous but soulful singing of people
on the streets in Rangoon. The only singing that I heard in the USA was through passive
listening and participation using electrical and then electronic devices. The human touch and
making and keeping relationships was subsidiary.
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Life as I knew it was over or so I thought. To appease me, I started to sing to myself for myself,
since singing made me happy and gave me a security blanket in this new, unchartered world
with so many choices, confusion, commotion and culture shock. With singing, I had a built-in
compass and I felt cool, calm and collected. Though I was alone, I was not ever really lonely,
sad, blue or depressed. Actually I was always so high on endorphins through the joy of
singing that I could not understand why people need caffeine, booze or drugs to activate and
deactivate their moods.
At times of confusion, questions or stress, singing familiar songs that I knew from kindergarten
through high school and medical school, gave me a sense of stability, direction and well being.
Nursery songs such as ABCDEFG, Are you Sleeping, Brother John? and တစ္ေၾကာ့
ႏွစ္ေၾကာ့ေတးကိုသီ ေမာင္ေလးေရထပါေတာ့ ေရာင္နီလာလွေပါ့ told me where I came from and
where I should go. I sang everywhere and anywhere that I had a chance, while driving,
working, cooking etc. I sang myself to sleep and sang as soon as I woke up even before I got
up from bed.
When my two children were young, I sang to them every day at bedtime until my son Justin
gave me the ultimatum to stop singing to him when he was 11. My voice got to him, I guess.
My daughter Jasmine was more patient and kinder and allowed me to sing to her nightly until
she was 12. Even then at 12, enough was enough. I got the ultimatum again. No more singing
to her either.
However, my truly American children appreciated some Burmese songs and their favorite was
“Shwe O-Zi” since I would act out any Burmese song I sang to them and made it fun and
entertaining, especially showing the golden fist. To this day, they will never object to my
singing this song. And I know one of the great memories they will have of me will be my
singing. How many of their counterpart friends in the USA had the warmth and delightful
experience I gave them with my nightly singing?
I then took my singing outside the home. The idea came when one patient started to croon
“Oooohhhhhh” in operatic style while I was working on her with a pain relief therapy using
needle stimulation of trigger points! One day while I was needling a well known tenured
professor, I happened to hum “Tom Dooley” and he joined me and we sang together, lyrics
included. It was very funny because the lyrics contain words like "Hang down your head and
cry, poor boy you're bound to die!". To this day, I am wondering whether it was his sense of
humor, sarcasm, or love of singing that made him join in! Nowadays, such a diagnostic
dilemma will never occur if the patient should join me in singing while I'm working with them.
This is because after 20 years, I became savvy. I have invented and redesigned this painful
treatment to be totally painless and non-invasive and named it eToims (www.etoims.com).
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Singing is really a great way of breaking ice. Among people whom I know will enjoy singing, I
will start singing a few lines and we will all sing together fast and furious in a frenzy trying to fit
in all songs we know within an allotted time. No restaurant personnel or other customers
have had us removed yet when they see us so enjoying the lively companionship. While
standing and waiting on the pavement we will be singing and laughing until we choke!
Now being a rehabilitation medicine specialist, I am enthusiastic that music and singing speech
therapy has become important for brain trauma patients. Anything that helps the brain to
function better using neuronal plasticity by a simple act like singing is laudable. Unused neural
pathways can be facilitated to open and to reconnect with singing. I sang nursery rhymes daily
to my densely aphasic father while he was acutely ill with a hemorrhagic stroke in 1977. I did
it for speech and memory facilitation using simple words as in nursery rhymes. During those
days singing to patients with a stroke was not even realized as speech therapy.
I know that Saya UMMS loves music and art passionately. When I was at the DSGH, my
memories of Saya's operating room was that it was always filled with music. Personally
though I have never heard him singing songs as we know it, at least not yet! “Cure sometimes,
relief often and hope forever”, Saya? Maybe you will join in and sing with your talented choir.
Since “Memories are Made of This”, is the core of this book, here is one of my UMMS induced
epiphanies. One day as an unenlightened intern, I happened to walk into UMMS’ operating
theater, while the song " It's Impossible" was playing on a transistor radio. I overheard UMMS
commenting that he cannot stand that song. I marveled that he listens to songs as he works!
However, I was so amazed at that comment that to date, I can remember exactly where
UMMS was standing; the OR where we were in, the bigger one that Colonel Myint Aung uses,
the time of day and where I was standing. I had never heard UMMS talk anything
extracurricular prior to that day. Why had UMMS taken a dislike to a beautiful love song? My
eureka moment came when I figured out that it was the title he was objecting to.
It’s impossible does not exist in UMMS’ vocabulary. So I too erased "it's impossible" from my
vocabulary as I became “awakened”. This mental attitude is very fortifying since it gives me a
compass to use with courage and confidence. My father has always told us “the sky’s the
limit”. I live with such instilled principles. This ability to take on new challenges sparks my life.
Finding time to do this book in four months so that Saya UMMS can receive it by December
27, 2012 is very difficult indeed. This is time I must secure within the sphere of my very long
daily work hours in bringing forth my big eToims mission for global neuromuscular health.
However, nothing is impossible, except in restoring lost time and health. So I got to work on
my laptop in the car, in airplanes, on trains, in waiting areas, at home, at the office, burning
mid-night oil daily. I must re-gift UMMS with the gift of joy, hope and life he instilled in me.
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Saya UMMS, may I now take this opportunity to describe you with songs as my birthday
present to you. Since life begins at 40, I have selected 40 classic and memorable songs titles
with sentences, phrases and lyrics that were absolutely waiting to be plucked by me to
describe you. These timeless song titles and chosen lyrics are perfect and can be used for
every 40 year segments of your past, present and future life. I did a free-hand drawing for
your birthday when you were 40 and now I am e-singing to you at 80, a progress of the times!
So when you are 120, I will send you something magical that will be invented then.
Sing along with me Saya and enjoy being sung to with the help of You Tube. These songs will
now have a new face after you see my customized passionate emphasis and adaptations for
you. This adds to further confirm that it is The Singer, Not the Song. Even in space, it is not
silent and there is indeed a “chorus” of audible radio waves emitted by energetic particles
within the magnetosphere. “We’re making music” so let the show begin! And of course, you
can grade me to see if I have any showmanship at all? I did catch the UMMS inspirational and
aspiration bugitis, so please let me sing the r*Fvm'kH r*Fvmaw;. If I can re-gift you with
laughter and smiles, isn’t it all that matters?

L to R: Janette, Jayne (filled with eternal gratitude for your care), my father
Dr. C. A. Chu, Jen (me JCMD), Alex and Jean (1973).
Jen, IM2, 1971

Winston

7. I SING 6

aZ,swkoAÁr*Fvm

q&mOD;armifarmifpdef

touf (80) jynfh arG;aeY r*Fvm

7. I SING 7

သက္ဆိုင္သူသို ့
- ေတးေရးဗိုလ္ကေလး Uီးတင္ေAာင္

ပို ့ေမတၱာေတးလႊာေ၀ ေဘးဘယာေတြ ကင္းပါေစ
သေၿပၽႏုေငြ ခရုေဇယ်တု ၿပဳတယ္ေလ။

q&mOD;armifarmifpdef
touf(80)jynfh

7. I SING 8

b0ocif
b0oci
b0\vufOD;q&m ocifaus;Zl;&Sif
qdk-

Aံ့ၾကီး

Saya's Speech to 82-87 IM2 Batch in 2003

q&muefawmhyGJ tcrf;tem;
Saya UMMS’ respect for his parents can be heard in his lectures and is
obvious in his writings.

UMMS: “My father told me, don't do things just because you want
something. You do things because you want to do. Please help
people".

7. I SING 9

ကိုယ္ဒူးကိုယ္ခၽြန္
qdk- Aံ့ၾကီး
Theodore Roosevelt, the
26th US President is the
youngest President and
also a Nobel Peace prize
winner.

ကံUဏ္ကိုယံုၾကည္စြာ
က္ိုယ္ကိုကိုယ္Aားကိုးပါ
လိုရာကိုစိတ္ကူးကာ
ေAာင္လမ္းကိုေတြ ့ေAာင္ရွာ

Saya UMMS’ handwritten note of Theodore Roosevelt doctrine. Written in 1964.
(Contribution from Dr. Daisy Saw, IM1, 1964).

7. I SING 10

pnfawmfBuD;
ေတး နန္းေတာ္ေရွ ဆရာတင္
့ဆရာတင္
Saya UMMS is the pnfawmfBuD; of Surgery, Teaching, Administration
and Mentoring. He is the Majestic Maestro and Scientist (MMS) and
The Almighty King of IM2

7. I SING 11

ယU္တစ္ကိုယ္မယ္
ေတး ၿမိဳ ့မၿငိမ္း
ကမၻာသူAလယ္ ေလွ်ာက္သာြ းမယ္
Aလြန္တင့္တယ္
Photo: Courtesy of Dr. Arthur Sun Myint, IM2, 1972

Conferences / Study Tours / Training: Seminar on the role of pathology in modern education
in New Delhi, 1969; Conference on world problems in surgical manpower, Geneva, 1970;
Training in Portocaval and cardiovascular surgery, McGill University, Canada; Medical
Education, Australia (1980).
UK (Royal College of Surgeons (England), F.R.C.S., 1963; Royal College of Surgeons, Edinburgh,
F.R.C.S., 1963; M.Ch. (U.K.). 1974.
Gold Medal recipient, Royal College of Surgeons Edinburgh, 1994, Visited USA (1974 and
1994). Also visited Malaysia and Hong Kong, 1994

7. I SING 12

&efukefol
qdka½Tbdkoeyfcg;

ဆရာ

pdef

နန္းေတာ္ေရွ ့

Aံ့ၾကီး

7. I SING 13

om;&SifjyKyGJ
My son Justin became a novice
monk after he had an exalted
honor bestowed. He had his hair
cut and head shaved by the best
and most professional of barbers:
Mr. U Maung Maung Sein
F.R.C.S. (Eng)
F.R.C.S. (Edin.)
Ch.M.(U.K.)

Our gratitude to you Saya!

7. I SING 14

b0oHo&m

7. I SING 15

oD&da*[m

qdk- ၀င္းUီး

ခ်စ္တာကိုရူးတယ္လို ့
ဆိုၾကရင္ကြယ္
ေဟာဒီ ေမာင္ဟာ
ပထမတန္း တစ္ဂဏန္း
ေရွ့တန္းကေနမယ္

Honours / Awards: First Overseas Recipient of the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh
Gold Medal, 1994.

7. I SING 16

ေရႊAိုးစည္

qdk- Aံ့ၾကီး
ေမာင့္လက္သီးကို လက္သီးကို
ေမာင့္လက္သီးကို လက္သီးကို
Aလိုဗ်ာလက္သီးကို ေရႊခ်ပါေတာ့မယ္

7. I SING 17

arhygEkdif
ေတး a&TwdkifñGefY

a,mufsm;wHcGef xl;vdkYcRef

Saya UMMS and group in surgery, 1970
Photo: Courtesy of Dr. Thane Toe Thane, IM2, 1968.

7. I SING 18

'dk;uav;

'dk;uav;uk
uav;ukd
NydKifr,fholray:ao;

Saya UMMS and group in surgery, 1970
Photo: Courtesy of Dr. Thane Toe Thane, IM2, 1968.

7. I SING 19

ႏွစ္သစ္ခ်စ္Uီး

UMMS photo:
Courtesy of Dr. Kyaw
Swa

qdk- Aံ့ၾကီး

ေမာင္ထူးပါမယ္ေလ
Professor Dr. U Maung
Maung Sein
M.B., B.S. (Rgn)
F.R.C.S. (Eng)
F.R.C.S. (Edin.)
Ch.M.(U.K.)

7. I SING 20

ႏွစ္ေယာက္ထဲ

qdk- ၀င္းUီး

Snow Capped Mount Everest
Sahara Desert

The inseparable Keinayi
and Keinaya
Photo is courtesy of JCMD. This
exquisite silver rendition of
Keinayi and Keinaya is beautifully
displayed on the wall at
Mingaladon Airport.

UMMS and Beloved:
The Scalpel
“I have worked with numerous
surgeons around the world, and I
can, without hesitation, say that he is
one of the best general surgeons to
ever wield a scalpel”.
Excerpt from the Foreword by
Dr. Ram Naidu

North Pole

7. I SING 21

သက္ေ၀

USA

UK AND EU

CANADA

ASIA
AUSTRALIA

UAE

AFRICA

MYANMAR

ENTIRE WORLD

7. I SING 22

ကိုလူပ်ဳိ
ေတးေရႊၿပည္ေAး

Aထုပ္ကေလးပိုက္လို ့
ဘယ္ဆီကို ဆိုက္လိုက္မယ္

7. I SING 23

မီးပံုပဲြ
qdk- ၀င္းUီး

စုကာေ၀
ာေ၀းကာ
ေပါင္းေဖၚမ်ား နဲ ့ေပ်ာ္ရႊင္ဖြယ္
Photo: Courtesy of Dr. Than Aye

7. I SING 24

ေရႊမင္း ဂံ

qdk-

tom;awmf0if; 0if;vdkY
0g0g&nf&Tif

“SHE HAS JAUNDICE”

MunfMunfvifvif

DIRECT QUOTE OF UMMS
MARCH 2001 WHEN WE SANG

Aံ့ၾကီး

SAYA UMMS IS EVER A DIAGNOSTICIAN!

ေရႊမင္း ဂံ
L to R: Dr. Rosalind Ba Ohn, JCMD, Dr. Khin Myo Hla, UMMS, Dr. Soe Lwin, Dr. Tommy Aung and Dr. Maung
Maung Than. Photo: Courtesy of JCMD

7. I SING 25

r*Fvmaw;
ေတးwGHaw;odef;wef

IM 2 Began in r*Fvm'kH

1963
Golden Jubilee Feb 2-3,
2013
The global adhesive:
UMMS

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF INSTITUTE OF MEDICINE 2, MINGALADON YANGON
http://www.im2.co.uk/ (courtesy of Dr. Maung Maung Lwin, IM2, 1971)
The Institute of Medicine 2 was opened initially in Mingaladon as Medical College 2, a faculty of
the University of Rangoon, under the Ministry of Education on 15th July 1963. The college became an
independent institute, the Institute of Medicine 2, with the reorganization of the system of higher
education in Myanmar in 1964. In 1963, the Defense Services General Hospital was affiliated as the
only teaching hospital of the Institute.

8. I SING 1

Children
Khalil Gibran
Your children are not your children.
They are the sons and daughters of Life's longing for itself.
They come through you but not from you,
And though they are with you, yet they belong not to you.
You may give them your love but not your thoughts.
For they have their own thoughts.
You may house their bodies but not their souls,
For their souls dwell in the house of tomorrow, which you cannot visit, not even in your
dreams.
You may strive to be like them, but seek not to make them like you.
For life goes not backward nor tarries with yesterday.
You are the bows from which your children as living arrows are sent forth.
The archer sees the mark upon the path of the infinite, and He bends you with His might that
His arrows may go swift and far.
Let your bending in the archer's hand be for gladness;
For even as he loves the arrow that flies, so He loves also the bow that is stable.

8. I SING 2

ေAာင္ပင္လယ္
ေတးနန္းေတာ္ေရွ ့ဆရာတင္
ေကာင္းဘို ့ရြယ္ေသာေခတ္ကို Aထူးသၿဖင့္ေမွ်ာ္မိတယ္

Procession at the IM2 Convocation, late 1970’s
Saya UMMS, Rector Prof. U Tin Aung Swe, Professors Dr. Khin Hlaing, Dr. Maung Maung Nyo,
U Soe Myint
(Courtesy photo from Dr. Saw Aung Hla Win IM2, 1971 and Dr. Lucy Kyaw Mya, IM2, 1972)

8. I SING 3

မၿပီးေသးေသာ ပန္းခ်ီကား
မ်က္စိမိွတ္လည္း စိတ္ထဲစဲြကာၿမင္

The Agnew Clinic (1889)
The Agnew Clinic depicts Dr. Agnew performing a partial mastectomy in a medical
amphitheater. He stands in the left foreground, holding a scalpel. Also present are
Dr. J. William White, applying a bandage to the patient; Dr. Joseph Leidy (nephew of
paleontologist Joseph Leidy), taking the patient's pulse; and Dr. Ellwood R. Kirby,
administering anesthetic. In the background, Dr. Agnew's nurse, Mary Clymer, and University
of Pennsylvania medical school students observe. Eakins placed himself in the painting – he is
the rightmost of the pair behind the nurse – although the actual painting of him is attributed
to his wife, Susan Macdowell Eakins .
Location: John Morgan Building at the University of Pennsylvania,Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

8. I SING 4

vlcRefvlaumif;
- Aံ့ၾကီး

q&m0efynmudkoif
a&S;orm;ausmfrsm;yif
vlxkudkudk,feJYxyfwlcspfcif&if0,fxm;
Will Mayo, co-founder of the Mayo Clinic, that “the best interest of the patient is the only
interest to be considered”.

Sir Samuel Luke Fildes, KCVO, RA (3 October 1843 – 28 February 1927) was an English painter
and illustrator born at Liverpool and trained in the South Kensington and Royal
Academy schools.
Fildes' first son, Philip, died of tuberculosis in 1877. The image of the doctor at his son's side
during the ordeal left a lasting memory of professional devotion that inspired Fildes' 1891
work "The Doctor" .

8. I SING 5

ၿပံဳးတုံၿပံဳးလွယ္ ၿမိဳ ့မၿငိမ္း

UMMS SMILE
LOCATION: RANGOON,
BURMA.
OUR MOST PARODIED
WORK OF ART FOR
SHOWMANSHIP.

The Mona Lisa (La Gioconda or La Joconde, or Portrait of Lisa Gherardini, wife of Francesco
del Giocondo[1]) is a half-length portrait of a woman by the Italian artist Leonardo da Vinci,
which has been acclaimed as "the best known, the most visited, the most written about, the
most sung about, the most parodied work of
Location
Musée du Louvre, Paris
art in the world."

8. I SING 6

arwåmykvJyef;
tcuftcJ[lorQ&,f tm;vkH;yJvG,f&ygonfuG,f
If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt
you,
But make allowance for their doubting too:
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
Or, being lied about, don't deal in lies,
Or being hated don't give way to hating,
And yet don't look too good, nor talk too wise;
If you can dream---and not make dreams your
master;
If you can think---and not make thoughts your aim,
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster
And treat those two impostors just the same:.
If you can bear to hear the truth you've spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,
Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken,
And stoop and build'em up with worn-out tools;
If you can make one heap of all your winnings
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,
And lose, and start again at your beginnings,
And never breathe a word about your loss:
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew
To serve your turn long after they are gone,
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the Will which says to them: "Hold on!"
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
Or walk with Kings---nor lose the common touch,
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you,
If all men count with you, but none too much:
If you can fill the unforgiving minute
With sixty seconds' worth of distance run,
Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it,
And---which is more---you'll be a Man, my son!

8. I SING 7

wl&d,mvkvif- Aံ့ၾကီး
pum;wcGef;awmh rSwfrdovdkyif olwcgwavajymbl;w,f
Since I look serious and conspicuously not laughing (JCMD is at the far left), did I miss the
joke? Or was I the butt of the joke? See the following page and find out why I am not
laughing? Imagine Saya teaching about needles and threads and different stitches used in
surgery (see his hands in the photo)? Me having no surgical talent was more into handstitching longyis and sewing on buttons. That must have brought the house down and got the
crowd in stitches?

OD;vl;ywfuvm is what Saya used to say in IM1 in the 1960s, I learnt

from Dr. Daisy Saw. In IM2, he switched over to “my foot”. Are IM2 students only good for his
foot and not the OD; ? A bit of UMMS history folks!

8. I SING 8

ေရွးေရစက္
မယုံဘူး ၊ မယံုဘူး ခ်စ္Uီးပ်ဳိသက္လယ္
Student: You don’t seem to have your usual level of patience, Saya?

rsufxm;ndK bmtvdkrsm;rus pum;rqdkbdkYatmifuG,f
UMMS: I cannot believe this. I just cannot believe this. Someone made fun of “My foot”!
Darn it. These IM2 students aggravate me so much I can’t
anymore!

OD;vl;ywfuvm

Editor JCMD knows how to darn it, stitch it and sew it but never မယ္ခုေမွ်ာ္ this result!

armifBuD;od&if "g;udkqGJvdkY
wtm;ukdvTJvdkY ? That is how
OD;vl;ywfuvm

got surgicised folks,

QED!

Note that in the 1970s, Saya UMMS
had this

pmayAdrmef hairstyle.

Made to order cartoon: Contribution
of Winston Chu, M.D.

etoims says: July 5, 2012 9:24 PM
If anyone was Saya's student during the period of 1968-72, you will remember that the famous

ckHzdey

foot did get a toe fracture (left 5th toe). He had on this
f, a harbinger of foot fashion for
the O.R. since people wear these clogs in the O.R. now. Talk about showmanship!

8. I SING 9

Flower
by Rabindranath Tagore

Pluck this little flower and take it, delay not! I fear lest it
droop and drop into the dust.
I may not find a place in thy garland, but honour it with a touch
of pain from thy hand and pluck it. I fear lest the day end before
I am aware, and the time of offering go by.
Though its colour be not deep and its smell be faint, use this
flower in thy service and pluck it while there is time.

8. I SING 10

ESif;qDvdkvdk py,fvdkvdk
JASMINE LITERALLY TRANSLATES TO “GOD’S GIFT” IN THE PERSIAN LANGUAGE.
DESCRIBES UMMS WELL, INDEED.

cspfa&pif
MuLMuLoif;w,f a½TESif;qD&,f
qif;&eYH uarT;w,f
IF YOU GOT PRICKED, YOU DID NOT KNOW HOW
TO HANDLE HIM. IF YOU WANT TO SMELL LIKE A
ROSE JUST OBSERVE UMMS OR ASK HIM HOW?

8. I SING 11

em;yef;qH
PURE WHITE AND VERY AROMATIC, THE GARDENIA CAPTURES YOU IN THE
SAME MANNER AS UMMS’ KNOWLEDGE. YOU WILL NEVER WANT TO DEVIATE
AND DEPART FROM UMMS’ EFFECTIVE EDUCATIONAL BRAND.

THE LOFTY PADAUK
SIGNALS A NEW
YEAR. SAYA UMMS IS
A VERY WELCOME
PRESENCE TO ALERT
YOU TO SHED OLD
IDEAS AND LOOK
FORWARD TO ENJOY
THE NEW JOURNEY
INTO THE FUTURE.

8. I SING 12

yef;yef&ifeef;qefw,f
UMMS IS GENTLE AND
HE SPREADS SUNSHINE TO STUDENTS,
TENDER TO PATIENTS AND
STAFF, FRIENDS, COLLEAGUES AND
TREAT THEM LIKE A FRAGILE
PATIENTS
THAZIN OR JASMINE

ppfukdif;awmif
uHhaumf0wfrIef oif;wJh&*kH pkHawmajc
HE IS HEADY ALL CEREBRAL , LIKE THE FRAGRANT w&kyfpum; AND

uHhaumf

8. I SING 13

ေဗဒါလမ္း ေတး ဆရာေဇာ္ဂ်ီ
RESILIENT, TENACIOUS AND ALWAYS THE WINNER LIKE BAYDAR.
PERFECT AND FIT DESCRIPTION FOR UMMS.

လိွဳင္းတက္ရာ ေဗဒါတက္

ေဗဒါက တပင္ထဲ
ပန္းပန္လွ်က္ပဲ

8. I SING 14

လက္ေရတၿပင္တည္း
ေရွးကေတာ့ ပိုခ်စ္ၾကတယ္

8. I SING 15

မယ္ခုေမွ်ာ္

စိန္

ၿခဴး
ခဴး (Jasmine, Jen and
Justin 2002)

စိန္ၿခဴးၾကာေညာင္
ၿခဴး

Winston and Paulette Chu

8. I SING 16

qkawmif;arwåm
aw; OD;boef;
arwåmydkYrSmaeYa&mna&mrvGwfyg

8. I SING 17

ဆြမ္းေတာ္ဗ်ဳိ ့
ေတးေရႊၿပည္ေAး

8. I SING 18

SAYA UMMS, HAVE YOU EVER BEEN DESCRIBED SUCH AS DAYS
OF THE WEEK? YOU NEVER HAVE THE FAINTEST IDEA AS YOU
TURN THE PAGES !!
Monday's child is fair of face
Tuesday's child is full of grace,
Wednesday's child is full of woe
Thursday's child has far to go,
Friday's child is loving and giving,
Saturday's child works hard for a living,
But the child who is born on the Sabbath Day
Is bonny and blithe and good and gay

8. I SING 19

စံုေတာၿမိဳင္
ေတး ေရႊတိ္ုင္ညႊန္

ေၿပာင္ဆင္က်ား.
နဂါး ဂဠဳန္ လြန္ေပ်ာ္ၿမဴး
GALONE: KNOWN FOR POWER, INTELLIGENCE
AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATION. UMMS WAS WAY
AHEAD FOR SOCIAL CONNECTIONS BEFORE
OTHERS HAD THE CONCEPT.

NEVER RUN JUST BECAUSE UMMS
ROARED. THERE IS SUBSTANCE BEHIND
AND MORE!

HARD TO DEFINE UMMS IF
YOU ARE ONE OF THE BLIND
PEOPLE FEELING THE
ELEPHANT. UMMS CAN BE
ANYTHING YOU FEEL HE IS,
UNLESS YOU GET IT AS TO
WHO HE REALLY IS.

8. I SING 20

UMMS HATES THE RAT RACE

HE IS A RESEARCHER AND SCIENTIST SO HE KNOWS WHAT
THE GUINEA PIG IS ABOUT

8. I SING 21

e*g;eD
UMMS SHOWMANSHIP SKILLS INCLUDES THE DRAGON’S FIRE
THAT GETS HIS MESSAGES ACROSS TO US. TIME TELLS!

8. I SING 22

မန္းေတာင္ရိပ္ခို
က်ဴပ္တို ့ၿမဳိ ့မ(စိန)္ က ေက်နပ္တယ္

Our fierce and fearless
lion-hearted leader
UMMS
THE ALMIGHTY AND
RENOWNED KING OF
IM2

8. I SING 23

တို ့ဆရာၾကီး က်န္းမာပါေစ

Working committee and secretariat discussing during
Clinical Decision Making Seminar (1992)
Photo: Courtesy of Dr. Saw Aung Hla Win (IM2, 1971) and Dr. Lucy Kyaw Mya (IM2, 1972)

8. I SING 24

atmifapydkifap
tv Fumapmif;OD;boef;

BLACK TIE DINNER HONORING GOLD MEDAL RECIPIENT UMMS, ROYAL COLLEGE OF
SURGEONS, EDINBURGH, 1994. THE LATE SIR ROBERT SHIELDS IS ON THE RIGHT.
Photograph: Courtesy of Dr. Kyaw Swa, IM2, 1974
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PRACTICE

1

A good community health professional

Prokssor U,Maung Maung Sein, M.B.,B.S.(Rgn.), Ch.M, F.R.C.S.(Edin.), F.R.C.S.(Eng.)

We saw a 39 year old patient from Laputta in
obvious pain and suffering, in July this year. He
had a peri anal phlegmon where the piles
(primary and secondary) were protruding and
infected. with fever and tinge ofjaundice.
He gave a history o f being treated for
"piles" with indigenousmedicine(local application)
given by an U Pa Zin (Reverend Phongyi). After
twodays he could not bear the suffering anymore
and saw his fanlily doctor. He prescribed broad
spectrum antibiotics, vitamins and asked the
patient tosit regularly in siltz baths, using Aseptol
as the antiseptic solution. He also made sure o f
the patient's n~~trition
using boiled food. Only when
the patient felt better did the'doctor decide to
refer his patient to us for continued care o f the
"problem". As the patient was suffering from
pain and fever, with jaundice coming on, one can
imagine the real state o f affairs when the patient
was seen by the doctor!
I n the ward we had to give the patient
intravenous antibiotics to cover a very wide
spectrum o f bacteria, raising his foot end o f bed
over 18 inches and I.V. fluids with vitamins.
For,nerlv

P~olessorand Head.
Department ofsurgery.
lnstirute ofMedicine I & 2.
Rector: Institute ofMedicine I .
D~wclur-General.
Department of Heal!!, Manpowec
Minisrv of Health
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Progress was quite satisfactory and we could
perform the definitive surgery in August, after a
month from the time we first saw him. He had an
uneventful recovery. A t his discharge, Itold the
patient the pivotal role played by their family
doctor i n his assessment and management
(primary care) o f the patient, which was the real
reason for this happy outcome. That is, the
patient is alive and is able to use his natural back
passage to pass faeces and flatus! When the
patient came for his follow up he brought along a
letter from the family doctor, together with
pamphletsinewsletters etc. that was being used by
him in his "practice".
From his letter. Ilearnt that he graduated
in 1978 - that he was grateful to us for taking
care o f his patient - that he had been in private
practice since graduation. To quote him, "Istudied
and learnt as much as possible so that I could
pro~notemy current niedical knowledge from
articles, senior doctors, specialist consultations,
clinical lneetings, conferencesetc.': He also referred
to the article 'Whither General Practitioner'
M.J.C.M.P. January 1998 highlighting the golden
concept o f "General Practitioners", "To avoid
using health care as a business concern" and
"a G.P. doctor to be a 'Saint' o f the family and
patients". O f how these beliefs had helped
h i m t o keep his profession,"Noble". Closing
his letter with those pamphlets and newsletters he
described how he has been involved in Health
Education, his efforts to bridge the gap between
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Whither General Practitioner

Professor U Maung Maung Sein,M.B.,B.S.(Rgn),Ch.M.,F.R.C.S.@In), F.RC.S.(Eng.)

'rhe general practitioner ( ~ . p has
) been defined considerations about healthandillness. Their aims
as "the physician who is primarily responsible for are to define and assess the problems their
providing comprehensive health care to every patients bring to them and to develop with the
individual seekingmedical care, and arranging for patient a shared understanding of the problem and
other health personnel to provide services where a shared plan of management. The ongoing
necessary" (World Organization of Family Doctors, relationship between the doctor and the patient is
1991'11).q-he ~ , pdeals
, with patients presenting of paramount importance. Prolonged contact
with undifferentiated problems and the diagnostic means that G.P.s use repeated opportunities to
task requires that account be taken of the whole gather information at a pace appropriate to each
circumstances of the person. Ideally, G.P.s have patient, and to build up a relationship of bust. They
continuing contact with individuals who are their undertake continuing management of their patients
patients and also have connections with the with chronic, recurrent or terminal illnesses. They
community in which they work and so are able to know how and when to intervene to promote the
provide continuing, comprehensive, whole-person health of their patients and their families through
care to individuals, families and their community". treatment, prevention and education. G.P.s act
(Royal Australian Collage ofGeneral Practitioners. as both advocates and gatekeepersfor their patients
1991"') The significance of this definition is in relation to access to other health services. They
perhaps best illustratedwith a description of the mobilize and coordinate resources appropriate to
their patient's needs, practicing in cooperationwith
work of a G.P.
"G.P.s are registered medical graduates other colleagues, both medical and non-medical.
who give colnprehensivecaretoindi~du~s,familiesGPs also recognize that as well as a responsibility
or other community groups. Patientsusually come for the individuals who present theii~selvesfor
to iheni by their own choice in their own time. care, they have a professional responsibility to the
G f ' s attend to their patients in their consulting community". (Adapted ftom the Leeuwenhorst
rooms, in their patient's homes and sometimes in Working Party 1974 quoted in Occasional Paper
hospital. ney
include and integrate physical, 4. A system of training for general practice.
psychological, family and social factors in their Royal College of General Practitioners. 19770))
Many names have been assigned to this
I'ur.,tterl, I'rqlrrsor ond Head, Drparirrwnr of S u r ~ e g .
personi.e.,
G.P., Primaty Care I'hysician. Family
in~rriarrofMrd!c,nr 1-7) re 0 1
Doctor,
Family
Physician etc. l3c th;~tas it may,
Hector. Inr~rruru01 Mrd,licmu (11
ilirecrar-(ienenrl. Uuparnr~u!irof HeoNk Manpower. the role that a G.P. lays is not onlv as 2 medic;,[
. .
doctor hut also as a counselor, arbiter, a conlidant.
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a store house of information, a business partner,
and the list could go on. In a demographic study.
we find that the primary unit or cell of human
existence and interaction is the "Family". It has
been this way and will continue to be. in the years
to come. When we see the G.P. b c t i o n i n g in
various roles against this background, one comes
to realize the important pivotal role the G.P. plays
in the overall mechanism ofhealth care delivery which happens to be one facet of a whole number
of interactive social, psychological, economic and
educational activities. which we understand as
"The Community". Is it not the overall health
care ofthis vibrant-dynamic group that we target
by our Health Care Delivery System in our
country?
Let us for one moment consider the vital
statistics of our health personnel. We have a total
of 14709 doctors registered to practice medicine
in Myanmar. Out of this 3608 doclor:. .ire in the
l~.
Health Services, working in H o s p ~ ~ aHealth
Centers and Clinics and in various Medical
Institutes. The rest ofthe doctors i.e., 11 101 ofthem
are in General Practice. a few of whom are in
Business. This amounts to 75 percent ofour doctors
are G.P.s serving the country in their o w small
way, at the place oftheir choice and convenience.
with whatever they can afford, to the best of their
ability.
The patient usually visits the G.P. because
of a health related problem. However the reasons
hcgin to differ according to the locality of the
practice. For example. in an urban setting, the
reason is usually for a health problem- at times
for a medical certificate or a recommendation or
just for a talk to allay fear. However in a rural
setting the G.P. is usually looked upon as one
of the highly educated persons, respected well
and is called upon to actively participate in
administrative, social and cultural activities, in
addition to taking care of their health problems.

So we come to realize bow diverse is the perception
of the community towards their G.P.s. This is
something that should be better covered in the
cuniculum during their training to become a "Basic
Doctor". This is something that should be better
taken into account in the curriculum.
From the G.P.'s point of view, we do find
the majority of them trying their best to cope with
their day to day care of patients. Some are so
busy that they haveno time to talk I listen to patients!
There are those worried about number ofpatients
attending their clinics, about the poor who cannot
pay their bills. and about supply and dispensing of
medicines. A few of them are busy with their
business activities. These are presented here to
highlight the actual real life roles that some G I s
have to play in order to survive! The author does
not in any way intend to belittle the G.P. The
point here is to highlight some of the difficulties
that G.P.s have to face- out of necessity and not
out of choice. In spite of such difficulties, there
are some G.P.s who are eager to work harder
academically, so that they improve their clinical
care of their patients. But they face a lot of
constraints in their endeavor.
In the training of our "Basic Doctors"
tberc is still room for improvement in our teaching
and learning of attitudes and psycho-social skills,
so that they may function as more effective G.P's.
Basically, the majority of G.P.s are tnedically
qualified persons who. although not in service. are
nevertheless playing an appropriate role in the
whole ecological system of he:~lthcare delivery
of the community, right down to the fanlily level.
and are thus serving the country in their own way
as best they can. All of them represent a very
large proportion of a wealth of heillth manpowerwhich could be better trained and harnessed.
It is strongly felt that all effective training
programme for those medical gvdduates who
decides to go into General Practice be organized
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Hazards in medical education

Professor U Maung Maung Sein, M.B.,B.S.(Rgn.),Ch.M, F.RC.S@n.), F.RC.S.(Eng.),

Tht: a m of medical education is to produce a
"Good Doctor". There are many interpretations
of these two words, such as::
For "Good" as some one who is:( I ) well qualified for the job with the ability to
perform qnd serve under all conditions
(2) humanistic. humble. full of empathy and
humil*
(3) whose need from life is modest, not greedy!
(4) a team player-helphl, gets along well with
patients, &ir relatives d ~ 6 f l ~ e s
(5) has an insatiable appetite to learn andmake
oneself better with time, having an open mind
not onl! for medical science but for all that is
of interest in the world
(6) ethical and has a good character, who has
religion as-.a measure and practises it
(7) is an artist, being interested in reading literature. poetry, listens to music and appreciates
paintings a ~ sculpture
d
For "Doctor"
( I ) as someone who not only takes care of health
problems but

IUmtrrlv : Pr'rr,Irssor and Head '
I)~~p.pormrr~l
of Surge'y
lnstilule ofMedicinc I and 2
Rrcrr,r Instilure ofMtdieine I .
1)irrcrr-Genera!,
I J r p u r ~(4~t ~
fr~
l I I /h/'dr,powcr
?
yioishy ofHcalth
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(2) someone who has "Knowledge" which has
no beginning and ending. In fact
(3) that person must be a student for life
(4) that person should be fit to be receiving thc
honorific title of "Dr," by the peoplelpatients
in recognition of the knowledge and
expertise, acquired.
When we become conscious of such
broad and deep expectations in our produ~ts.
following medical education, it becomes obvious
that the "SEED" needs to be' of goodhgh quality
and that we needagood "GARDEN" or "FIELD"
in which the seed can germinate and grow well
It is equally important that the garden is well looked
after by an "ABLE GARDENER". It is also
hoped that the "WEATHER will be godregular
and that unwanted "PESTSANEEDS" will not
come in with their destructive force especially
before the crops mature and become fruitful.
With regard to the "SEED, it is quite
obvious that the present form of selection for
entrance into medical institutes is inadequate. Lord
Buddha said that if one plants seeds from a sour
mango tree, one has to taste sour mangoes. It is
so important that we select good "seeds" with
proper attitudes and aptitudes who can he trained
to become "Good 'Doctors". When too many
students are accepted by decisions based on
examination scores only, there is a great hazard
that bad seeds will be included! Starting with an
improper attitute and belief would be quite
hazardous for the journey and the outcome in
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Holistic Medical Care. An Appeal

Professor U Maung Maung Sein, M.B.,B.S.,(Rgn.), Ch.M, F.R.C.S (Edin.), F.R.C.S (Eng.)
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We saw patient UKS 67 year old male at our out
patient clinic in July 2004. He was brought into
the consulting room by his son and daughter, who
were at great pains propping him up. He looked
quite weak and tired, pale with a distended
abdomen and oedema donum of both feet. That
morning, his main complaint was "difficulty in
passing stools". He said he wanted to pass motions
but could not. He passed "little wind". Duration
7 to 10 days!!! After making him lie down in a
comfortable psition, we tried to talk to the tired,
weak patient, who said "He wanted to pass
motions, but could notn. Speaking with the
daughter, the first thing she said was that they
had spent over two lakhs kyats but her father
was still suffering!
. .
Having given the time to talkthe brother
and sister gave us the following information
(I) U.K.S. had back pain and was seen by a doctor whose investigation showed acompressed
fracture T 12 where a secondary was
suspected.
(2) He was seen by other specialists who had done
a lot ofother super specialized investigations
with a hope to find "the Primary"!!! This
Formerly: Profissor and Head
Deparlmnl of Su'gery
lrrirure o/MediciM 1 and 2
RPCIOCI~SIUUIC
o/Mediciw I.
Diwctor-Gewrol.
Deparrmenr o/Healrh Manpower.
Minislry o/Health.
MJCMP2005.9.79-80.

included chest and abdomen CT scans, Gastro
duodenal and colono swpies, a radio isotope
bone scan, a thyroid scan, apart from the
"usual" bloodlurine biochemisby, chest X ray,
ECG abdominal ultra sound etc. They
brought a whole dossier full of those investigations..
The conclusions we could make war:(a) multiple secondries in T12, L1 and L3 and
shaft of 8 and 10 ribs left.
(b) Ixhaemic heart disease.
(c) Asthma
When we tried to talk about his past
history with the patient, we found out that he had
an operation for F.1.A in 1980 and another
operation for piles in 2000. On inspecting his
perianal region there was an obvious scar with
evidence of an anal stricture. Without much
hesitation, we instructed the son and daughter to
use the anal dilator,three times aday in conjunction
with balloon enemas. We told them to forget
about the search for the primary at present and to
concentrate on emptying the patient's bowels.
UKS came back to us after 3 days
walking into the consulting room independently
by himself, unassisted by his son and daughter, a
very different man, happy and confident. The first
thing he said to us was "Saya, I feel so good and
happy passing stools!" We have seen him at
follow up last month Wovember 2004) and he is
up and about, still happy that he can pass faeces
and go about and have a full diet!!!
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What to look for ?

ProfessorUMaung Maung Sein, M.B.,B.S.(Rgn.), Ch.M, F.R.C.S(Edin.). F.R.C.S.(Eng.),

When one is afraid o f suffering from cancer, one
should be on the look out for it ail the time. Then
only can we hope to arrive at an early diagnosis,
which is crucial to a favorable outcome in its
management. Patients always have a complaint
when they see their doctor, and it is these
"common complaints" that may be vital in the
early diagnosis o f 'cancer'; provided the doctor
thinks and appreciates their significance and
analvze and make good use o f them.
1.
i

2.

Weight loss.
There are so many causes o f weight loss.
But when one is faced with an unexplained
weight loss i n a patient, i t becollies
significant. Further investigation to identify
its cause should be carried out. A good
history should help us identify the system /
organ to be investigated.
Anemia.
Unexplained chronic or sub-acute anemia i s
a significant finding. 'Cancer' usually hidden
somewhere along the gastrointestinal tract
keeps on leaking. As it i s a slow process
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the patients are up and about but clearly show
signs and symptoms o f chroniclsub-acute
anemia (tiredness, breathlessness, fatiguei.
T h e causes o f the anemia should be
established.
3.

Appetite.
At times we come across patients who say
they have been able to eat everything wit11
relish but over the last few weeks /months,
they have lost their appetiteand seem unable
to eat a normal amount o f food because a f
'fullness' in their 'stomach'. A n early
indication o f a neoplastic change in the uppe:
gastrointestinal tract. Agood gastrointestinal
barium series should help.

4.

Cough.
We all have suffered a period o f cough in
our lives, which respondedeasily to the usual
medications for cough and colds. But when
a patient has a persistent cough (dry or
otherwise) that chronic cough becomes
significant, more so if it is accompanied with
weight loss and anemia. A good ches: X
ray should be very helpful.

5. Skin.
(a) When we see a patient with a chronic ulcer
that does not heal within the period o f
treatment that it should heal, it becomes a
suspicious ulcer that needs a biopsy soon.
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THE BREAST LUMP

-

Adilemma

ProfessorU Maung Maung Sein, M.B.,B.S.(Rgn.),Ch.M,

Over a couple o f decades ago it was common to
see middle aged or older women with a 'lump' in
their breast that was clinically quite obvious as
malignant. Decision as to what to do was quite
easily arrived at. Nowadays, the number o f
younger female patients presenting with a breast
lump has increased. In addition, the usual late
cases o f older age group have decreased. This
overall change in presentatioti may be the result
o f good health education being carried on by the
media/magazines, arousing a sense o f "phobia"
about breast lumps! In those days, women were
bashful to show their breasts, let alone being
z examined. Nowadays, patients present
themselves with a complaint o f a breast lump and
ask for information from the doctor that her breast
lump i s not malignant (cancer)!!! This i s
understandable when one realizes that cancer
breast occupies the second position in female
neoplastic deaths in the country.
With this change i n presentation o f breast
lumps and the public awareness regarding breast
cancer, the responsibility o f the doctor becomes
quite significant. On one hand we have to make
sure that there is really a breast lump1 lumps and
on the other, whether that 'lump' i s malignant or
Formerly :
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benign. I t is at this stage o f management that we
face a number o f dilemmas!
The author does not wish to lighten the
genetic and hormonal aspects in the history o f
such patients. One should realize that there are
many 'lumps' that can appear in the breasts, but
whether they are significant or not is another
matter. The author believes that all breast lumps
that can be felt by the palm ofthe hand is significant
(like feelinga lemon by the palms ofone's hands)
This finding can be complemented first by good
inspection for any evidence o f "infiltration".
(superficial e.g., skin thickening, dimpling, changes
in nipple contour etc., and deep fixation to the
pectoral fascia, peau de orange etc.). A l l ofthese
clinical findings depends upon the size o f the
breast and the site ofthe 'lump' within that breast.
When one is faced with a breast lump that does
not show signiticant clinical evidence ofneoplastic
changes, the dilemma begins. How does one
decide what to do ? The simple answer to that
question is to collect evidence/data from all
aspects o f the patient and analyse it. If more
evidence is required, go for it. The author has
used various ancillary services available from
time to time and has been disappointed as to their
accuracy and reliability. As we all realize, one
should use them to complement one's clinical
findings and not replace them ! The important
thing is "make no haste" and to record one's
clinical findings and opinion very well. This will
help us in the period o f follow up.
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